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- JUNE 25, 1958
8e1ected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press

Murray, K

1N OUR 79th YEAR

Thursda

Afternoon, une 26, 1958

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 152

ONE KILLED, FIVE I AIRED IN .WRECK"4
..tud
ded Staff Teaching
,
,Seen & Heard SAtar
At MI Science Institute
•

James Turner Of Hardin Dies
In Auto-Truck Collision

Around Murray

Dr. Lyle R. Dawson, head of
the department of chemistry at
the University of Kentucky, Dr.
Andrew Ma La ndue;, enderille10gist from the University„of illiDr. Carl SeYeert,
nois, and
the Dyer Observadirector
tory, Vanderbilt University, are
teaching special units as vishting
professors at the Murray State
College Summer Science Lnstittne.
The institute, in which 70 high
school science teachers from 10
states are enrolled, got underway last Monday and %Aril continue through Aug. 8. Co-sponsored by Murray State and the
National Seience Foundation, the
institute is directed by Dr. Walter Blackburn, head of the MSC
department,
sciersces
physical
and Dr. A. M. Wolfson, head of
biological sthences.
Dr. Dawson is teaching a twoweek unit on atomic structure
and natural radio actrvity and
Dr Nalbandov a one-week unit
on endocrinology, in the two

graduate courses, "Recentt Developments in Physical Sciences,"
and "Recent Developments in
you want a closer look at
If
Biological Sciences," being ofthe local baseball program, drive
fered institute participants. Dr
any
most
out to the city part
Seydert is teaching a •two-week
afternoon or night.
Unit In astronomy for an undergraduate course, "Fundamental
Your feelings become different
Earth Sciences.". As a part of
at that short distance from all
his unit, he took the class to
the activity.
the Dyer Observatory in Nashville Sunday _flight for astronomThe sight of so many kids, some
ical observations and lectures.
small
to
of them seem to be too
In addition to these courses,
ball, has an infectious
play
three
o t her undergraduate
quality. Every kid has a ball
courses are included in the inglove.
curriculum. They are
stitute
"Basic Biology," "Principles of
figems as though you see scan.Chemistry," and "Principles of
pitching a bell, no matter
Physics."
look.
direction
you
in which
With the exception of t h e
earth sciences course, the basics
Work is In progress on the postare being taught by Murray
°Nice. And none too soon acState baculty members. Prof. A.
cording to PIM Harry Sledd. The
G. Canon is teaching physics,
roof has leaked for some time.
Prof. Roberta Whitnaih chemistry, and Prof. Alton Harvill
A barbeque wall be given on
biology.
Country
Murray
July 4 at the
- Other visating professors
Club.
throughout the summer will include Dr. Harrison Stalker, genWe are sorry to hear of the paseticist from Washington Universing of Mrs J. T Hughes She
sity, St. Lotus; Dr. Hampton
and Mr. Hughes have been a
Carson, evolutionuit from Washdevoted cnteole for many years
ington University; Dr. Robert
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Drnerson, plant physiologist from
One of the worst jobs we have (UPI) - The Navy's tempera- the University of Illinois; Dr.
mental
and
troub4-plagued
Vangotten into recently is cutting
ikda McVeigh, betenologist from
old growth out of a y rose bed. guard rocket failed again today
Vanderbilt Universi ty, and .Dr.
The efiekers are just like steed to put a 20-inch scientific satellake Quartennan, *cologne
gad when we finished our arms ttte' tete' (orbit around the earth.
Vanderbilt.
'Kuck from one end to the
The tall. thin Vanguard roared
Others will be Dr. Robert
from its launching pad at 1:01
professor of meteorology,
am (e cll.) and cut a fiery Oklahoma State University; Dr.
Douglass
spells
name
his
ha
track to some 35 miles in the Norris W. Rakestraw, Scripps
with two s's.
George Blanton, 205 N. 2nd, Institute of Oceanography; Dr,
enginer failed to ignite and the Willard R. Jilbon, former KenWith the oldest home from the rocket curved earthward, plungtucky state geodogist; 'Dr. E. K.
hospital and the next .to the ing into the Atlantic with its
Hall,. Prof. of anatomy, Universmallest home from his visit, precious payload.
sity of Louisville School of
things have taken on the norThe second and third stages Medicine; Dr. J. G. Black, head
mal chaotic atmosphere around
of the rocket, and the shiny of the physic department, Eastlane.
214-pound sphere attached to ern State College; Dr. A. B
the third stage, probably hit the Garrett, professor of chemistry,
The house may creak or the rv
some 275 miles southeaet Ohio State University; Dr. Robaerial may hum, but you can't water
of the launching-an ignommous ert L.agernann, head of the deanything above the noise.
end for the little "moon" destined partment of physics, Vantlertelt,
for space.
and De Donald C. Martin, head
Scott Drug has wane drawings
of the department of physics,
of one eyed, one horned, Eying,
Vanguard
smaller
the
It left
Marshall conege.
purple people eaters" in their I satellite and the two bulletMurray State faculty members
Shutdett
put
on
Explorers
st
ill
window. Chuck
shaped Army
who will lecture and serest durthe contest and Leon Orr, Jr. whirling in space with the masing the summer include Dr. Pete
emerged with top money for the sive Russian Sputnik III - a
3.000-pound giant which dwarfs Panacea, Dr. William G. Rstsd,
*et drawing.
anything this country has tried Prof. Maurice P. Christopher,
Dr. Hunter Hancock, Dr. Liza
We burned a lot of branches the to- put up.
Spann, Prof. Wesley Kemper,
other day in a barrel and deThe second of the Army ExProf. B. J. Tillman, Dr. Blackcided to put the ashes in the plorers was due to , fall back
burn and Dr. Wolfson.
burn
atmnsphere
and
Pile.
We
igured
the
the
compote
into
ashes were cold because 'they up soon, perhaps today.
It's a shame, but we'll be
had been in the barrel au i night.
Put them in the compost pile-'...trying again," said one Vanguard
in the morning and that after- source.
"Records are now being examwon discovered that the whole
ined to determine the cause of
(Impost pile was glewine red.
the malfunction" said a brief
.7
firing
Just about burned up an the statement issued' after ('he
There was speculation tha t
compeet It was full anyway and
trouble with wiring caused fail'he ashes will be rich too.
Church
of
Coldwater
The
ure of the second stage to take
over and push the rocket fur- Chid* will have home corning
NIXON ADVISES GOP
ther toward its goal some 200-300 next Sunday, June 29.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Vice milts above the earth. But there
Le• H. Hogue of Henderson,
President Richard M. Nixon has was no indication if or when KY., has been selected as the
advised Republicans divided over the Navy would say officially
Sherman Adams to "fight Demo- what wen) Wrong.
crats instead of each other."
Newsmen who asked for a
Nixon told a group of state press conference with Vanguard
COP chairmen at a reception in officials were turned down The
his home that when Republicans Navy policy in the past has
"get in trouble they start acting been to meet with newsmen
like a bunch of cannibals." In- here only if the Vanguard
stead of doing that, he suggested, launching was successful. .
they should reserve their fireDr. Richard W. Porter,' head
power for Democrats.
of the U.S. International Geophysical Year Satellite Commitexpressed
tee,
disappointment
Over the latest Vanguard failure
but said he was "not discouraged."

One persons was killed and
five were injured in a car-truck
accident last night about five
miles east of Hardin on Kentucky highway 80.
Killed w a s James Martin
Turner. age 20, of Hardin Rt. I.
Injured
in
the
automubile
were John Ray Hamilton, age
15, Hardin Rt. 1, Jerry Thomas
Yoric, age 17, Benton Rt. 1, and
Hershel Don McKereirtee of Benton Rt. 1.
Injured in the truck were Edward Ken Adams, age 26, of

a

Navy Vanguard
Fails To Fire

C.

ITS

Id Dacron,
nd Cotton.
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,98
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above standing before
THE OWNER AND EMPLOYEES OF JOHNSON GROGLRY are
a truck from Swift's and Company shortly after it arrived in Murray this week. The entire
truck-load of Swift's merchandise was delivered to Johnson's in time for a special remodeling
sale this weekend, Mr. Johnson said. An addition to the building has recently been made, and
many new fixtures have been installed in the grocery store which is located on South 12th St.,
just beyond the Plaza Motel.

Monday's complete record follows:
Census
38
Adult Beds
65
Patients Admitted
5
Patients Dismissed
3
New Citizens
2
Jesse Johnson, owner of John- meat market had been complete- son said this was one of time
son's Grocery, said today that ly rebuilt and modernized. The many unseen features of the Patients admitted from Friday
0:30 a.m. to Monday 1:46 p.m.
the initial phase of a major re- meat department is largely self- remodeled store that would enMr. Roy Adams, Rt. 1, Maymodeling job at his grocery store service, Mr. Johnson stated, but able him to give better service
field; Mr. Neal Starks, ,Rt. 1,
there would always he t w b to his customers.
bed just been completed.
Almo, Mrs. Luther Robertson,
As an added convenience Mr.
Recently the depth of the store butchers on duty. During week1301 Olive Street, Murray; Mrs.
was increased by 32 feet with ends and other rush periods five Johnson has installed an interJames H. Wiseman, 1007 Hickory,
com system so that he may reach
the building of an extension on butchers will be employed.
Benton; Mr. George Blanton, 205
Several n e w
frozen
food any part of the large grocery N.
the rear of the building. The
2nd, Murray; Miss Bettina
buildeng now covers an area of counters have been installed. A store by voice, immediately.
Niccum, 203 Maple, Murray; Mrs.
large
walk-in
storage
cooler
far
Two
full
page ads for John- Richard L. Dowdy and baby girl,
8000 square feet, Mr. Johnson
fresh vegetables and dairy prod- son's Grocery may be found on Mt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Hugh Farris,
said.
lin addition to the extra space, ucts has been installed in the pages ten and eleven of today's Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Joe Pat Lee,
•
Johnson announced that the rug Lit the building. Mr. John- Ledger & Times.
217 Irvfg, Murray; Miss .Joyee
Wilkerson. Rt. 2, Farmington;
Mrs. Art Lee, 113 S. 13th, Murray; Mrs. Don Pickets, 408 N.
8th, Murray, Mr. Paul Gargus,
Two people were rescued trots
Rt. 1, Alm°. Mrs Richard Old- the East bank of Kentucky Lake
field,
8084,
Miller,
Murray; Mrs. ehis morning at 4:35.
Steve Davis, 11, is resting in
The Murray Rescue Squad
the Murray Hospital in good Perry Dockins and baby girl,
condition after he was involved 1603 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs. answered the call from Richard
in an accident Wednesday morn- Ike Bodkin, Wickliffe; Mr. Ferby Emerson and Miss Bernadine
Garland, Rt. I, Golden Pond; Combs when their sailboat caping with two horses.
Mr. Cletus Lamb; Rt. 2. itirksey; sized in the high winds on the
Steve, the son of Mr and Mr. James G. Byers, Rt. 1, lake yesterday about 7:30 p.m.
'Mrs. Robert Davis, Route 5, Mur- Hardin; Mrs. William G. Colhoun
They stayed with the craft
ray, was leading two horses and baby boy, Cadiz, Mr. Lube and it drifted to the far bank
which were owned by a neighbor Brown, Rt. 4, Murray: Miss Emily across from the Kentucky Lake
when he was tangled in the Fair, 419 S. 10th Ext., Murray; State Park boat dock.
With summer just started, home, they think ef hearth fires lines of the animals. He was Mr. W. D. McKinney, Rt. 4,
Those making the trip were
Murray families were urged to- and snug comfort," Mr. Tucker then dragged for at least 300 Murray.
Junior Barnett, W. 0. Spencer,
day to "Buy a Home--First" and continued. "That's true, of course, yards.
Patients Dismissed from Friday J. C. Maupin, Billy Sumner and
take advantage of months of in the cold weather months. But
9:30 a.m. to Monday 1:45 p.m. Tommy Hale.
Steve's injuries are listed as
healthful and pleasant outdoor modern America has discovered
Mr. Melvin Lamb, Rt. 1, FarmThe two young people were
new
charm
in
the
outdoor
activithe
two teeth knocked out and an- ington; Mrs. R. L. Williams, Rt.
gardening and entertaining in
ties
associated
with
home
in
the
other broken off, a fractured 2, Gilbertsville; Master Steven not injured in the near tragedy,
grounds of their own residences
jaw, and cuts and bruises about Mathis, 311 W. 14th, Benton; but were uncomfortable in the
by Hiram Tucker. president of summer season.
cold rain.
the Murray Real Estate Board.
"There is a new vogue in the face.
Mr. Joe Montgomery, New ConIt was not learned how they
to
visit
as
a
today
America
cord;
Mrs.
Ralph
Robertson
and
got the call ,,to Murray, however
He made this statement in
He will remain in the hospital
stNw.
will
store
hardware
any
baby
boy,
Rt.
5,
Mu/ray;
Mr.
connection with the "Buy a
the call did get through after
for at least three days.
.me
Georie Blanton, 205 N. 2nd, they touched shore on the east
Home--First" campaign currently Outdor entertainment has
shown
byLthe
as
into
its
own
Murray;
Mrs.
James Wiseman, bank of the lake.
being conducted by local Realtors
broilers and
1007 Hicnory, Benton; Mr. Wml
They were on the lake in
in cooperation with other mem- scores of eharcoal
lawn
of
lines
inviting
'and
new
Barker, 107, N. 12th, Murray; their sail boat, when the gusty
bers of the National Association
of
growth
the
And
furniture.
Miss Lila Myers, Rt. 4, Murray; wind caught the sails and capof Real Estate Boards throughout
sales and garden
Mrs. Newton Milam and baby sized tire sailing vessel.
the nation. He added that this plant nursery
the
volumes
for
speaks
girl. 905 Olive, Murray; Mr.
is an excellent time to acquire clubs
gardens."
satisfaction of home
Henry Oglesby. Rt, 1, Murray;
a home since financing terms
„Mrs. George Mauzy, 318 N. 16th,
are more liberal than for many
Mr. Tucker contended that if
Murray; Mr. James Hamilton, 912
months and surveys indicate that there ever was a time in our
Sycamore, Murray. Miss Bettina
prices of homes in the majority national history when home was
The following members of the Niccum, 203 Maple, Murray; Mrs.
of areas will remain constant a "place to hang your hat,"
Professors John Winter and
Murray ROTC have been as- J. tt. Milelr, Hazel: Mrs. Dan
during the remainder of the that era was sometime back.
Murray
signed to the US Army ROTC Pickets, 408 N. 8th, Murray; Mr. 'Lawrence Rickert of
year.
"The truth of the matter is," Summer Camp at Fort Knox, Harry "Buzz" Williams, 207 S. State College will present a joint
"When most people think of a
sacred voice-organ recital Sunhe said. "as a considerable body tor the six week field training 13th, Murray.
day, June 29, at 3:00 pin, at the
of current fiction and non-fiction course whia will continue until
First Methodist Church, Murray.
shows, that the home has become August 1:
Mr. Rickert will sing "Cantata
more than ever before the center
William H. Aden Jr., son of
No 58" for bass by Bach, "Eterof interest for the families of
Mrs. Mary H. Aden, 408 S. 9th
nal !
life" (Prayer of St. Francis)
the nation. The entertainment of
PADUCAH (UPI) - Ray Mo- friends and guests at home has St., a junior; Larry D. Hoetord,
by PryciatitevyliCh, and five mysfield, former assistant manager taken on new popularity, and son of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby S.
tical songs by. R. Vaughn Wilof Radio Station WPAD here, in summertime the backyard or Hosford, Rt. 5, a junior; Cleatus
liams.
Wednesday was named general patio has displaced commercial It. Cagle. whose wife Mary, lives
"Eternal Life" (Prayer of St.
manage rof Radio Station WCBL, entertainment centers to a con- at 11210 Olive St., a junior; WilFrancis) by Prof. Roman Pry.
Benton.
lie
F.
Jaciason.
whose
Wife
Marsiderable degree. Even Dad has
datkevytch of Murray State ColMofield returned recently from fallen in step with the new tha lives at 311 N. 5th St., a
lege is dedicated to Mr. Rickert.
a year of study at Columbia trend as the number of outdoor junior; Fred L. Wilson, son of
This is the first public performUniversity on a fellowship male chefs testifies."
Mr. and Mrs. Greene 0. WiLion,
ance of this composition.
awarded him by the Columbia
Rt. 1, a junior.
Mr. Winter writ play "Our
"Buy
obtained
the
System.
He
connection
with
'Broadcasting
In
Major General John L. Ryan,
Father Who Art in Heaven" by
his master of arts degree while a Home-First" campaign, Mr. Jr., Commanding General od the
Bach. "Antiphon, Opus. 18, No.
Tucker reported satisfying re- Armor Center and Commandant
at Columbia.
3" .and -Magnifycat." Oipusi 18,
to date and expectations of the Armor
Announcement of tlw appointSchool emphasizNo. 14" by Dupre, "Organ Prement was made Wednesday by of greater success this summer.
ed that the cadets will undergo
lude No. 2" by 100111saud, and
Shelby McCallum, owner of the
-As we Realtorstknow, at least an intensive period of practical
"Sonata, Opus 85, N. 6" by
McCallum said
Benton station
field training designed to preMendelssohn.
his present Benton station mana- two out of every houses sold
pare them for the responsibilities
The public is cordially 'invited.
ger, John Stewart, will be new are existing houses," he comof
a
selling
commissioned
officer.
InOne
of
the
strong
mented.
manager of Radio Station WTRB
houses
are
their
in
the
over-ell
points
of
existing
cluded
program
Centers
-of
WATCHING
UN
in Ripley. Tenn.
strife in Lebaritin are Tripoli
LOADED PIE
Mofield, a native of Marshall established gr ound s. Lawns, are marksimanShip with a varieBro. L. H. Pogue
W. where the fighting first
County, has been in radio in shrubs-in some cases even flag- ty of weapons, tactical exercises,
erupted. the rugged Chou!
speaker at 1.1:00 am. Following Kentucky for 13 years. He will stone or brick outdoor dining and actual command of military
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) Mourtatrui 19), said Hinds (8). The pie on Mrs. Vermell Htidpreaching a basket dinner will take over his new position July areas-are already established in units in the field.
The government forces Sr. tryexisting houses, lt,,is in the sumson's kitchen stove was really
be spread on the church ground. I.
Extensive athletic and recreatng to prevent Da rebels In
mer, of course, that these grounds Mnal ,facilities have been 'esloaded. Police, raiding her home,
In the afternoon at 2:00 a comlinking
up
with
Tripoli
from
inviting
best."
are
it
their
most
dog thrbugh the crust and found
munity singing will begin. At
pecially provided for the ROTC
forces,
who
have
an
the
Ralba
a bottle of whisky. Mrs. Hudson
the teat home coming some 20
RUIDOSO, NM. - VeterinarUrging that Mderey----rittizens students.
open 'line of CO111111unIcation
On graduation from school,
protested' in court Wednesday
song leaders were present.
ians said hat all will be well with take the first opportunity to call
with Syria. Ln the Chouf mounthat she did not know w h o
Make your plans now to at- Sunny Skies, a thoroughbred who at a Realtor's office to discover the cadets will be eligible for
tain* the rebels are trying to
threw. in this extra ingredient.
tend. Let us enjoy the fine fel- didn't get to run in the seventh the ease and practicality with a commission as a Second Lieucut the highway leading to
The judge, believing she did it
lowship together, a spokesman race here Sunday. Sunny Skies which they May "Buy a Home-- tenant in the United States
Beirut to stop up food suppliel
said. ..
was hit by a bolt of lightning.
FirStlswith lasting satisfaction.
Washes Preis) herself, fined her $25.
east
from
,

rite,

With Summer Just Starting

Now Is The Time
To Buy New Home

ANTS

WEATHER
REPORT

TE

$598
\
/UM/ Lille
Southwest Kentucky -Cleararid cooler extay, high in
low 70s Fair and cool tonight,
low in 50s Sunny and a little
wairmer Friday.
Some 5:30 a. m. terniperaturec
Oovington 55, Loteverille 58, Paducah 55, Bowling Green 57,
Leg,ington 54, London 71 and
_Ilsitskinsville 58

Bernie Gingles Has
Narrow Escape
Mr
Bernie Glossies of the
Road narrowly
College 'Farm
escaped death when a team of
mules ran away with him on
a mowing machine, throwing
him off the trtactitne, draggtng
and running over him
He received several fractured
ribs, a badly sprained arm and
hand and munIple bruises. He
is irnprwing after being in for
several days,

-

•

Steve Davis Is
Dragged By Horses

Local Boys
Now In Camp

Bro.Pogue To
Be Speaker

TS
).98

to

Murray Hospital

Farmington and James Douglas
Harriaon, age 25, also of Farmington.
If is not known just hsw the
accident happened, but State
Policeman, Joe McWhorter said
the car and the truck collided
headon, demoh.shing both vehicles.
Turner was described as the
driver of the automobile.
All of the dead and injured
were brought to the Murray
trospital following the accident.
Local physicians reported the
following injuries:
Jerry York was injured more
entirely than any of the others.
He suffered a severe concussion,
a compound fracture of one leg,
bruised kidneys, and lacerations.
Hamilton
sudifesed
a
John
sprained back.
Hershel
McKendree
had
a
broken collar bone, a broken
knee cap and lacerations.
James Harrison suffered bruises and cuts.
Edward Adams had a broken
arm
and
multiple cuts
and
bruises

Two Rescued
On Kentucky
Lake Today

Voice-Organ
Recital Sunday

Mofield Will
Manage Station

r,
•

,

•

•••
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Farrell Answer To Yanks Duren

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TINES PUBLISHING COMPANY. lne
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
Tunes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942.

By FRED DOWN
United Press International
Dick Farrell, a 24-year old
"Boston strong boy," is , the National League's answer to New
York Yankee speed king Ryne
Duren.
A 0-3, 220-pound "bomber,"
who National Leaguers say throws
every bit as hard as Duren,
Farrell is working on his second
straight year of spectacular relief
work for the Philadelphia Phillies. He compiled a 1e-2 record,
and 2.39 earned run average
last season and 1110 tar this year
stands 4-2 with an amazing 1.23
'ERA.
Farrell, who was pretty much
oserlooked while teammate Jack
Sanford was voted rookie of
.the year in 1957, picked lip his
fourth victory Wednesday night
when :he Phillies shaded the
Chicago Cubs, 5-4, in 10 innings.
The powerful right-hander took
over from fading Ray Seproeh
in the seventh inning and limited

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not fur the best
interest ol our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 13611
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn; 250 Park Ave., New Yore. 307 N. Mielegan Ave., Chicago: 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranetession
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
month 15e. In Ca11—s v. a) and adjoining counties, eer year, $3.50, eleee here, $5.50.

THURSDAY — JUNE 26. 19,'S

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
1
New City Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000
$125,000
Sewer Plant Expansion
$110,000
New School Buildings
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Professional Consultation

MAJOR LEAGUE
STA.NDUSIGS

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters
Widened Streets In Some /ideas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Abditorium

By United Press International

National League
WIN LE MANS ENDURANCE RACE -- Belgian Olivier Genebein (left), and American Phil Hill raise their arms in answer
to the cheers of the crowd at Le Mans. France, after winning
the famed 24-hour Le Mans auto race. Hill and Denebein drove
their Ferrari to win the endurance speed classic by a wide
(UPI Radio-Telephoto)
margin.

Milwatikee
St. Louis
San Fran
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Philiadelphie
Los Angeles

1.5
33
35
30
32
32
28
29

L
26
29
31
30
34
35
33
36

Pet.
581
532
530
500
485
478
459
446

GB

the Cubs to one hit over the last
3% innings.
Fernandez Triples
The Phillies pushed over the
winning run in the lath when
Wally Post walked with one out,
Harry Anderson hit into a force
play and Chico Fernandez followed with his second triple of
the wan*. The blow dealt Chicago
relief act Dun Elston his CPI
defeat against six victories, and
prevented the Phillies from dropping into the cellar.
The St. Louis Cardinals moved
/
2 games of first
to within 21
place when they beat the °Pittsburgh Pirates, 3-1,,and the San
Francisco Giants clobbered the
Milwaukee Braves, 10-2, in the
other National League games.
The Kansas City Athletics shaded
the Washington Senators, 4-3, in
the only American League activity.
The Phielies, who had been
scoreless for 23 innings, took
a 1-0 lead in the third inning

Pirates Will
Hold Tryouts
At Union City

on a double by Anderson and
Fernandez' first triple and added
two more in the fifth on Stan
Lopata's ninth homer. Another
run in the sixth made it 4-3
but the Cuba tied the score
with three runs in the seventh
with the help of an error by
Anderson.
Meese Pinches Tight Game
Wilmer (,Vinegar Bend) Mizell
pitched a three-hitter for the
Cardinals who won their fifth
straight game and beat the Pirates for the sixth time in succession. The Cardinals scared all
their runs in the sixth on -*tree
singles, two stolen bases, a walk,
Iwo Pittsburgh errors and a
passed ball. Ted Eluszewski had
two of the hits off Mizell, who
stand 5-6 for the year.
The Giants unleashed a 13-bit
attack, that included a two-run
homer by rookie third-baseman
Jun Davenport, to hand Sob
Rush his third defeat. The Giants
broke open the game with a

five-run sixth-inning rally aft
errors by Johnny Logan
Joe Adcock kept them "alive."
Al Worthington gat credit for
his sixth win although Remon
Monzant pitched the last one
and a third innings.
The Athletics extended their
winning streak. to nee games
(interrupted only ',by Tuesday
night's • tie) wheo Big Tuttle
singled home the winning run
with the baste filled in
ninth inning. The Athlete&
filled the bases &Ain% Dick
Hyde on a double by Frank
House and walks to Bob Martyn
and Harr:, Chili. Preston' Ward
hemered in the eighth to give
Kansas City a 3-2 lead but
the Senetc:s tied the score in
the nin.h an a walk to Eddie
Yost • ane Aline Pearsen's triple.
Los Angeles ar Cincinnati in
the NL ann New • York ge
Chicago, Baltimore at Detran
and Boston at Cleveland in the
AL all were rained out.

Reds Will Lead In
Tennis, Kramer

Murray Wins
54 Over
Hickman

•
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CHUCKLES IN THE NEWS

Duren

MARK '58 "HOUSE OF THE YEAR" STAR AMONG
MANY SCHOLZ LUXURY HOMES ACROSS COUNTRY

sixth-inning rally al
ay Johnny Logan
.ock kept them "alive."
thington go: credit for
h win although Ramon
pitched the last one
iird innings.
thletaiss extended their
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ged only ..by Tuesday
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home the winning run
a bases filled
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n a double by Frank
nd walks to Bob Martyn
.r,s Chili. Preston Ward
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City a 3-2 lead but
a.k.,:s tied :he sbare in
h cri a walk to Eddie
. Alba Pcarson's triple.
oige.ilis at Cincitulati in
sue New York
Baltimore at Detraff
ton at Cleveland in the
were rained out.

LIGHT AND AIRY, the kitchen is as osititing as the rest of the house, with its
cathedral-type, acoustical c•ilings and Is large glass•woll areas. To the left is
th• built-in grill, electronic oven and
r•frigerator. Main kitchen work
area is at the rear in photo, and os you can mos, there is couple space in the
foreground for convenient family dining.

FOOD SHOPPING GUIDE
The following guide to the
nation's' best food buys for this
weekend was prepared in cooperation with the US. Department of Agtiiculture and
Interior.
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SPREE

FORT WORTH, ''ex. (UPI) —
A startled district judge got quick
reaction NI,pnday when he told
Neal Eubanks and Robert Adams
he could pass sentence immediately if they waived rights to a
10-day - waiting period on pleas
of guilty to charges of tampering
with pay telephones. The puzzled
Eubanks and Adams looked to
defense attorney George Cochran
for advice. "Waive," said Cochran. Both held up their right
hands and began waving at Judge
Willis McGregor. He gave each
a two-year probated sentence
when he regained his composure.

'; PLUGS —

Jo

Best fish buy include fillets
of cod, flounder, haddock, ocean
perch, mackerel, scallops porgies. whiting, clams and halibut.

Peter Van Eyck and Trevor Howard question Richard Widmark and Jane Greer when they are picked
up after a jungle plane crash. "Run For The Sun,"
filmed in SuperScope and Technicolor, will show
Friday and Saturday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre through United Artists release. A stirring naval
drama, also in color, "Away All Boats" is the companion feature.

Tangy! Mellow/
Golden-Pio-hi
AT STORES
EyERYWHERII

TRY SPEAS VINEGAR TODAY!

CHUCKLES IN THE NEWS
NEW DELHI (UPI) —Police
arrested would-be romeo Dalbir
Singh for teasing students at
Ludhiana Women's College, hauled him before a group of giggling
irls, painted his face black, then
released him.

and

WIENERS

at your Murray, Ky., KROGER STORE

SATURDAY
JUNE 28

49C
ork Roast
9" Loin Roast, lb. 59c

Tender Juicy Meat . . . . Cut From Corn-Fed Tr. -kcrs

7 Rib
Roast

Lb.

Delicious Hemel Holiday Style

Kroger—Ground Fresh Hourly From Pure Lean Beef

Ground Beef

Lb

63
/
4 lb 9C99
Can

59' Canned Ham
Flavor Packed Boneless

Crispy-Fresh Sugar Cured

Slab Bacon

Lb.

53* Catfish Steaks

Lb.

49'

Lb

55e

Large Piece

Bologna

Farm-Fresh Fryer Parts

Beef Liver

Lb.

lb 19c
lb 69c

Brush
Thighs

Young And Tender

55'

lb. 59e
lb 35c

Lets . .
Wings

The Perfect Blend . . . Luscious, Nutritious, Refreshing Kroger

rin

Grapefruit
Pineapple
Flavor Packed Country Club

Luncheon Meat _
Summer Cooler

3

oz $100
tins
I

12

46 Oz.

411.•

Study, Long Wearing Moccasins In Assorted Sizes and Colors
Save now at
Kroger 1 ! Palr g

16 lb E90
box

Iced Tea

Deliciously Fresh Plain—Cinnamon--Sugar or Combination

2 'ht,. 75'

Velveeta
Tasty Sliced Cinnamon

19
' Bread
Special Recipe 13 Egg Angel Food
_ _ _ _2 12canso129*
pkg.

Kroger Whole Kernel

Golden Corn

k

Flavorful Stir Kist Chunk Style

IS

a

10 ez. §30
L pkgs. V

Peas
Wonderful New Kroger Detergent

loaf

25'

Enb 39'

1'2i34

Tuna
Garden-Fresh Kroger Frozen

090

Slipper Mocs _ _
Smooth And Creamy Kraft

Kroger Special Blend

Donuts

29`

Swansdown Orange Coconut
20 oz. 9(lei
box el77-

Cake Mix

Easy Ti Use Babbitt
14 sz.
Thrift Detergent --- 2=49' Cleanser
I
box 10*
Seal
Red
Burning
Hotter
CHILDREN'S
10 'bbig 69'
Charcoal
Delicious Embassy Plain
Pair 39c
Play
Shorts
5 oz 65
,
jar L
Olives

Delicious, Juicy-Red, Vine-Ripened

Watermelon

t
i .T1

VISITS MT. VERNOTI-President
Eisenhower paid an unscheduled visit to the home of
George Washington at Mt
Vernon, Va., on his way back
to Washington from a defense
conference at Quantico. Va. He
Is looking at a showcase containing some of Washington's
personal belongings, including
a sword given to him by a
Gamma adcaleer.ifJP.J Photo)

79c

22-24 111.
Avg.

Get Mere Form Jumbo 126 Sin

U S Fancy. Sweet Tender

We Have A
Variety Of

Fresh Corn - 5 39' Lemons -- _ _ D.z. 59'
ears

PICNIC
SUPPLIES

Young—Tender—Stringless—Fancy Graded

Cantaloupes __ 3 tor'1"

Plates, Cups,
Spoons, etc.

RearTve The RIO, To Limit Quantifies

•

Lawn.
orr-k
.
•

•

•

•.
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Walt Disney has taken steps to
make sure he can get into his
own amusement park, Disneyland. The comic creator ordered
photographs of himself placed at
all guard booths after being denied entrance by a guard who did
not recognize him.
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New Disease
Crops Up

iS 10 wailus this year and
is which is a satiatactosT
for a leads& man,
as been playing basebell
a was five but this is
d year in organized ball
yea) two years in tie
..eargue where he batted
4.00 last year which piaci.
an the all-star team. •
ie w.11 be in the eighth
his tall at Akmo.
1 for pound it is Safe to
it Browle Jones of ftte
is one of the msst valtfayers in the league, Oh
'townie's team is tied for
ace in the league stab,

pineapples and bananas, with
peaches a close second. Blueberries and strawberries follow.
Phams are fairly good buys.

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Most
cheering news for food shoppers
this weekend is increasing supA "QUIET" FACADE, with masonry and wood sweat
Plies of fruits and summer vegeIn a pleasing blend, marks the view of the Mark '511 from
tables.
th• street. Double garage at the right has glass gable •noo
above the masonry wall, in keeping with the open notur•
Watermelons, peaches cantoof the livong areas of the house.
loups, and strawberries are in
prices
supply
and
abundant
favor the family budget. Vegetables- in elteellent supply and
bearing reasonable price tags
include tomatoes, corn, cabbage,
potatoes, lettuce, onions, mustard and turnip greens, peppers,
and celery.
Mignr IMMO
Many meat counters across the
Wets
211.010011
country will feature Chuck, rib,
and round roasts, chucic steaks.
SPAM LIGHT AND DRAMA—Indlcative of the sweeping
ground beef, and srnoked hams.
design flourish that marks Scholz homes is this view of the
living-dining areas of the Mork '511. Massive wood beams,
Veal will bear favorable pr:ces
tecathedral ceilings, full floor-to-coiling sliding glasswalls create
"irt some markets, and fryers and
rt-rr
a feeling of space,- open the house interior lb the outdoors.
broilers continue abundant and
econornioal. Other protekn foods
include dairy products, and alThe Mork '511 -House Of The
ways-popular eggs and cheese.
Year- is available in 4 models
ranging in size from 1,606 sq.
In fiat, best buys are canned
ft. to 2,591 sq. H. Floor plan
tuna, f-Ishsticks, and shrimp.
shows largest version. All models
That's the shopping situation
incorporate sheila, features, with varying room sizes.
this weekend, from a national
THIS Scholz home, the Mark '58, which was
Viewpoint. Here's a look at food
I selected by House Beautiful magazine as its
counters in this area.
star
per"House of the Year" for 1958, will be
Markets will have plenty of
former for many years across the nation for luxbeef on hand • to lure the food
ury-minded borne seekers everywhere.
Shopper for the weekenri, with
What kind of a house is it that merits this
Chuck, rib, and round roasts, and
stellar role? If you're fortunate enough to visit
the Mark '58 in your area you'll see:
chuck steaks .partjularly attrac— A long and low modern house with gabled SUMPTUOUS LIVING, indoors and outdoors, through ceiling.
tive buys. You'll also find lamb
sliding-window walls, • patio that is private for high window walls and Anger-touch free sliding gloss doors
legs at reasonable. prices at some
that transport all to the wonderful outdoors and carefre• famifamily dining and entertainment.
markets, and veal roasts and rib
— Entrance foyer with unusual space, bright- ly living around the large, private concrete swimming pool.
chops. You'll want to add turened by planters.
keys and broilers and fryers to
A 22 by 113 foot living room with • massive family living, a large concrete private swimming
masonry fireplace and a dramatic cathedral ceil- pool
your Shopping list, as well, for
Other Scholz homes in developments across the
ing supported by huge exposed beams
superb economy meals. Smoked
— A 13 by 12 foot dining room with a glass wall country feature superb design, exacting construebairns may be a good item at a
bon and smart innovations. These are some of the
view of the spacious outdoor living area.
number of markets.
— A beautiful kitchen with furniture-like cab- advancements in these American-Colonials. CaliAll dairy products and eggs
inets, and an electronic oven, built-ir kitchen grill fornia contemporaries, and modern multi-levels:
Dynamic design—Don Scholz, whose design
and other up-to-date appliances.
are
especially
abundant
and
— Two and a half baths with ceramic tile and firsts have been documented more widely by major
make welcome additions 1 o r
national
magazines
than
perhaps
any
other
delaminated plastic walls, countertop u•- atories and
warm weather menu planning.
signer, uses dramatic balconies, vaulted exposedbuilt-in dressing tables.
They're economical, too, so use
-- Direct entry through ceiling-h.gh window beam ceilings, paneled recreation rooms, and
generously.
walls to covered porch and patio from living, din- large floor-to-ceiling glass walls.
ing, kitchen areas and the master bedroom
. Cruet an
vegetable counters
— Air-conditioning, beautiful wood paneling,
strike a cheery note these days,
acoustical ceilings, color television, and to add a
as nearby supplies are Igaerat
special note of prestige and gracious, carefree
arid reasonably priced. A long
list of best buys in vegetables
top men in disease identification
include lettuce, endive. eaearole,
—Dr Samuel H. Royen, of the r
green onions, radishes, spinach,
Armed Forces Institute of Pathswiss chard, kale, collards rhu()logy: Dr Benjamin Castleman,
barb, dandelion
and
mustard
clinical professor of pathology
Mrs. Wirsburn Al t on and
greens, and cobblers_ Other good
at Harvard, Dr. Averill A. Lieand
daughter of Detroit. Mr
buys will be,cucteribers tomabow, professor of pathology at
Mrs. Jerry Alton and children, toes, peppers. carrots California
Yale.
Mrs. Nora Dodd, Murray arid long whate potatoes, cauliflower,
So far these scientists have
By DELOS SMITH
Mrs. Glenneth Wisehert and son celery, peas, and snap beans.
Identified positively and studied
UPI Science Editor
minutely 27 cases. What happens of Hazel visited with Mr. and
A bumper crop cif watermelons
NEW YORK (UPI) —A brand
is that the air cells of the Mrs. Herbert Afton and daughter is now being marketed at outnew disease has popped up. It lungs fill with a material which TtlurataY afternoon
standing low prices. Carvaloupa
is so distinctive and its mani- Is high in protein and in fat.
Mr and Mrs- Roger Grooms make another good melon choice.
festations are so uniform from This material evidently is pro- of Paris vhisted with Mr. and
In fruits, first place goes to
victim to victim that the scien- duced by the cells of the lung's Mrs Chester Canaidy and family
tific discoverers suspect some- lining. What causes these cells Thursday night.
thing has been added to the
Mr. and Mrs,,Herbert Alton BALLET "LITTLE ROCK"
to behave that way is the $04,000
environment we all live in which
and daughters visited with Mr.
question.
causes it.
and Mrs Junmy Alton ThursCan Disappear
BKRELN (UPI) — A CanineInsecticides, for instance' they
' If enough of the air cells are day night
nist ballet troupe in Dresden,
detergents?
perhaps.
Aosked. Or
A houshold shower was given East Germany, is performing a
Mier!, death is the result, perhaps
Irthen again it might be some- directly caused by a suKr-imz.ly..9r Mr arid Mrs James Andrew
ballet about race discrimination
thing new in plastics or antibi- posed bacterial or fungal infecBilbinson Saturday night at the in the United States, the Comotics. "in other words," they bon
But the disease can be home of his parents, Mr and munist preas reported
today.
ccntinned. "the new disease may long-enduring but stationary, or
Mrs. Clifton Robinson. A large
ballet is called 'Little
be a Penalty for the convenience it can eventually,,disappear on its crowd attended and they re- 1The
Ftock."
of modern living."
own. ,
ceived many nice gifts.
Whatever it might be. this
The doctors made a full-scale
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Chsney
disease-causing "agent," it is in- scientific report on their 27 cases
haled because the new disease to the New England Journal and Mr Rupert Sanders visited
is one of the lungs
Whatever of Medicine in order to stimulate Mr. Gilbert Sanders in the vetit is, science must track it down both the identification of further erans hospital Sunday. •
Brenvnie
nd identify it because it can cases and the search for what'be—and has been—fatal, they ever causes it One trouble about
said.
identification is that the condition
MULTIPLE FATALITE8
Makes Flrist Appearance
can be mistaken for a type of
The ailment has been identified parasitical infection of the lungs.
EL SAW, Cuba (UPI) —
in all pails of the country, and
Authorities said that 12 persons
in Canada, England, and tIaly
In the Smith's Cemetery, War- were killed and four injured
Its first appearanoe was five
years ago, and the appearanre ren County, is the grave of Susan Monday when an overloaded seof new cases has been "at an Madison. sister of Patrick Henry dan returning from the beach at
Increasing rate within recent and wife of Thomas Madison, a Santa Lucia hit a culvert on the
brother of fOrmer Governor highway near here. The dead
months."
included six members of one
AO The reporting scientists were George Madison.
family — the parents and four
children.

a

• • . • .. 20^

Best Buys For
Week Are Listed

LONDON (LTPI) — Police
speculated that a three-year old
boy found wandering on a London s:reet was too shy to give
his name. His parents gave it
when they claimed him—Fwharhod Niroumanzadeh.
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

Phone 1685
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
The
in the
South
in the

Thursday, June 26
Magazine Club will meet
home of Mrs,Ernest Jones.
10th Street; at two-thirty
afternoon.

Friday. June 27
The Coldwater Homemaker s
Clu.b will meet in the home of
Mrs. Theroe Crouch at onethirty in the afternoon.
••• •
Tuesday,

VIV./L.-Si/AY .— Jun,;A, pps
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July

1

of
Assembly
Murray
The
Ra.nbew for Girls will meet in
the Masonic Hall at 7:30 in :he
evening.
• •••
The Aim Hasseatine Class of

Belote for a picnic at 6 p.m.
• •••
Tuesday, July 8
Murray Star chapter No. 463
the la en-tonal Baptue Church ClailEr will meat at 7:30 tin the
will meet in; the hone of Mrs. , evening in Ihe illasorec
Robert Boitadtt, 701 Elm Street,l
•• • •
at 7:36 tin the evening.
The Mornang Circle at the
The Winsorne Class of the First Methodist Church w 411
men-lora-a Sanest Church will meet in the hame of -Mrs. Glenn
meet in the home of Mrs. Janice 1Dcrah at 9:30 alai.
Bialock at 7:30 in the evening.
•
••
..
•• aia Wednesday, July 9
Monday. July 7 The Wesley-an Circle of the
The Ki.ksey WSIILT will meet. methodist chum', will meet in
social hall of the church ,at
an
the
church
at
730
.the
evening.
730 in the evening.
•• •
• ••
The Cora Graves and t it e
Friday. July 11
Grace Wyatt Circles of the ColThe Norat Murray Homernaklege Preabytenan Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Jack ere Club witi mat for a picnic

• • ••

s.

in the city park at 11:00 us the
morning.
• • ••
Sunday, July 13
The South Murray Homemakers Club will meet this evening
at 600 for a picnic on the lawn
of Mrs. S. V. Foy, Sycamore
Street.
•• •
Monday, July 14
• . The Maisie Belle Hayes Circle
I bt the First Methackst Church
Will meet in The chrs social
hall at 710 pin.
••••

Christian Women's
Fellowship Board
Meets Wednesday .
'The executive board of the
Women's Fellowship
Christian
of the First Christian Church
met. Wednesday morning, June
aeolp the home of Mrs. Howard
Nichols, Olive Street. Mrs. Ed
Frank aKirk, general 'chairman,
PreslatealPlans were made for the comannounceenents
ing year and
were made concerning Universal
Silent Prayer clay. Monday, June
30 to be cibiserved at 9:00 in
the morning arid the local prayer grioup meetings every Thursday .'rtiorning at 9:00 with Rev.
Howard Nichols as speaker.
The next general meeting was
announced to be a pot luck supper at the church in September.
Reimer-Amens:lotions were made to
be voted on at the September
meeting.
Mrs. Nichols opened the meeting with a devotional %silica was
concluded with sentence prayers
by the group.
Refreshmerits were served to
Mesdames Robert Hahs, Rupert
Parks. 0. B. Boone, Jr., Maurice
Craw, Maurice Crass, Jr., Ed
Frank Kirk, Dennis Taylor, Arlo
Sprunger, Howard Nichols, Jerry
Scales:- Davey Hopkins, Frank
Rdberts and Gene Landolt.

Needlepoint Lesson
Explained To Hazel
Romernakers Club

0

•eS riL.NIC of cotom knit
is by famed Laria of Vienna.

10J
MC

ACQUES
ISI designs •
young cotton evening dress.

ty SWAN BARDEN
OTTON, which ha.,always been one of pur favorite American fabrics, has won new recognition among the haute
conture of Europe this year.
Following the annual Maid of Cotton Awards, these designers have created some beautiful clothes for ladies who
live on both sides of the ocean.
Sophisticated Style
From Austria comes an intriguing Chinese-inspired tunic
of cotton jacquard knit. This sopaieticated style has the
classic Oriental look with high neckline and slit skirt.
Another ovarseas inspiration is a youthful evening gown
styled with a bubble-shaped skirt caught, In a harem drape.
Paris brings a third cotton ensemble which consists of a
coat arid frock
Tee topper is slashed shnrt at the hem and has a wide
neckiine Wit), It. Is a dress w., h a striking balled skirt and a
:or heataied bodice.

taste
for w
He
both
Earl
amot
vege
daini
tant

C

Chas
If
•

National Coto. Connell

HERE'S A STRIKING cetton satin evenine enacmble chatted
by Lanvin-Castillo, one of the leading French designers.

North Fork News

PERSONALS

•• ••
,
Dorcas Class Meets
in Home Of Mrs.
G. T-.-Lilly

von,
reCip

•

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bar- ; Mr_ and Mrs...Milford Orr arid
Terry visited. Mr. a is d Mrs.
don Nance.
Mrs. Oman Pa.schall,. Mr. Gay - George Jenkins Sunday.
Mn. Jack Key suffered a heart lots Holley Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
MT. and Mrs. Bertha] Grooms
Needlepoint was the rnam le.sMr. and Mrs Harry Ager and attack Friday morning. He re- Ralph Galkunere, Mr. and Mrs. and children of Detroit a r e
son given by Mrs. Henry Dumas son, Pete Ager and family of meets quite ill at this time. Glynn Orr and Sonny, attended f."154i:ng his parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. Con Milstead at a re- Wallington, D. C., have been Visitors in the home ewe then the wedding ad Moss Gels Orr Plirs. Clifton Grooms.
cent meeting of the West Hazel visiting in the home of Mrs. Lee are Mr. and Mn. Came Boyd, to Mr Jack Wyatt in Nashville
Mr. and Mrs. Barton Mahols
Homemakers Club. The meeting Waldrop and Mr. and
Mrs. Davie and Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Saturday.
of Dresden. Mr. and Mrs. CharWas held in the home of Mrs. Grover Miller- of Harris Grove, Adonis Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes. lie Dave of Paducah, Mr. and
Dumas. •
Mrs. A.ger is a sister if Mrs. Oman Paschall Mr. and Mrs. and Susan visited Mr. and Mrs. -Mrs. • Oman Paschall, Mr. and
Orders were taken for the Waldrop and Mrs Miller.
Tel Ms Orr and boys, Mr. Clay Henry Sykes and Tony Saturday Mrs. Geylon M irns, Mr. and
• •••
needlepoint patterns shown and I
Cook, Mn. Arlin Paschall, Mrs. n.ght.
'Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and
Mrs Errol Barron and daugh- Iva Paschall, Hugh and Donnie.
a work day was set for :he club
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
members to do the illustrated ter, Ann, If Alexandria, La., are Mrs. Nannie Paschall, Mn. and
Ralph Gallenore, vnined Mrs.
work.
'pending the week with Mrs. Mrs. Warren Sykes and Susan, vaitt.d •Mr. and Mrs. Ova Maiiihe Elle Morris Sunday.
Sundae.
landMrs. Kaska Jones gave
Barron's brother, Mr. Matti Mr and Mrs. Coyn Nance, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Puzon Coats
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Susan,
scaping and iptrdening notes. Sparkman and Mrs. Sparkman. I and Mrs. Banton Nance, Mr.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key
and
endS=SctrItits,
odds
take
that
pockets
with
eginppe,1
d.
.
:r
is
IC,ASE
I
St
A l-SI:FUL
She told the group to watch for Miss Barren, a junior at Sophie Daniel Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. R. D. Key visited Mr. and Saturday night.
eteckings and oilier extras II ^ 5.1 lases -"area kee-ctiofis to organize your packing.
red spiders on shrubs. July is Newcornlbe College in New Or- One Kuytendoll, - Mr. and Mn. Mrs. Clay Cook Friday morning.
a
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper,
the time to prune the ghru'os leans. will leave in September Ruben Fletcher, Mrs. Naomi Orr,
and like bushes, the said.
for London, England, where sha Patricia and Judy, Mrs. Lula Mr. and Mrs. Coy Orr were dinJefferson County's first court'
Mrs. Lilburn Paschall gave the will study a year.
Orr, Mx. Chftin Grooms, Mr. ner guests (if Mr. and Mrs. Bar- house was bunt of rough logs,
••••
reports of the secretary a n d
a one-room structnre.
Bertha! Grooms, Bro. Billy don Nance Sunday.
treasurer. Refrestanergs w e r e WHISKY PROBABLE DEATH
Turner, Mr. Enloe Ta riti neton,
served by Mrs. MUMS.
LAUREL, Miss. (UPI) —.Doc- Mr. Mason Paschall, Mr. Gurvis
The rteica meeting will be tors and police today investigat- Paschall, Mrs. Ella Morris, RewSepteraber 13 in the home of ed the deaths cif two Laurel' ard and Zipora, Mrs. Bettie
Negroes, bekieved stricken by Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Cie ylon
Mrs. Otto lareein.
whisky. Morris, Mr. Jahn Paschall, Mr.
poisonous
moonshine
Frazier Brown, about 40, was Aricil Wicker, Mr a n d Mrs.
found dead in his home Friday.
Nichoh. Mr. and Mrs.
A few minutes later in a house• Hope Key, Mr and Mrs. Glynn
one block frem Brown's /lame 'Orr, Miss Errena Hover, Mr.
the body of Icfa Brown was du- I Lawrence Fleinier, Mr. arid Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs.
The Doreaja-Class of the First covered.
Ent V7ociel, Mrs. Fannie Jarkson,
Baptist Church met recently in
Mrs. Manoune Cherry, Mrs. Lyra
:be herne of Mrs. G. T. Lilly. REASON THEORY
Underwood, Mr. Chiley Pa s Thirty mecribers and three vial' tors were presetrt. Those visiting
WASHINGTON (UPI) --Seri. chall, Mr. Hoy Orr, Mr. arid
Sy JOAN 014RIPila
Gustave
Collins, J. Witham rulbright (D-Ark.) Mrs. Charlie Olive, Mr. a n d
Mrs_
were
Claiirarater, Fla., Mrs. Eva Mor- says the theory now at the core Mrs. Jessie Key. Mr. arid Mrs.
rrilEY haven't, yet invented
A a suitcase that will pack
ris of Weak:nay:Re a n d Mrs. of US. foreign policies is based Ira Tarkington, Kerry B. Irvin.
itsc.f—but its almost Inee'
Ikllth Cantrell of Louisville.
on the 'dubious assumptlen" Mrs. Virgie Wicker daughter of
Raw leverage is realete talth
Mrs Purriern Outland gave the that both this country and Rus- Mr. Key, spent the weekend.
1957 CHEVROLET Bel-Aire 4-door. PoWeNGlide,
packing
se
extras tha: make
Mrs. Iva Paschall, Hugh and
Doris
Rase, sia will always act on the bees
devotional. Mrs
V-8, red and white, Kentucky license.
rou^h easier!
Donnie
spent
Monday
with
Mae
Perdue
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs
of reason. '"Tt it "breaks down
Two Sections
and
Mrs.
Vergil
Paschall.
Becky Devine sang two selec- seriously only ore, the war of
1956 OLDSMOBILE Super 88 4-door Sedan. Well
Kerry li-van of Memphis is
tions aseetermanied by M rs.Carlos the millennium Is upon us," he
An overnight case tot
equipped. A nice clean car.
ladies. for czar:nee. h.es a
spending this week with his
Jones.
said.
tea
fabric divider that wear
Befresttnents were Served
1956 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door Sedan. Blue and
the bar,- Into two sea';one its
from 1-tic table with Mrs. Myrtle
white. A sharp car.
ONE °AILMENT BAG, folded In half, strapped together,
g good Idea bcniese t orean* ENDS TONITS *
is ready to have A second Is hone op for easy parking
Wall, teacher, pouring the punch.
her the case. No need to hunt
1954 CHEVROLET Bel-Aire 2-dr. A nice clean car
Group ten was in charge.
or thiega--pack your dresies
DANNY KAYE
what - itave-you, It's better num gray, desert tan or ox• • ••
ford gray.
one section: yeur lingerie than a burr au draser.
1953 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door Sedan. Nice car with
• In Ind nighties in the other.
Men—and they probates,
The bag itself has a thetalow mileage.
"MERRY
ANDREW"
But the divider does more ion-bar look Made of liehter have more packing problems
than anyone—haven't been
AIR CONSUIORED
n TECHNICOLOR
than divide! Its equipped a and stronger Inagnesaurn
1953 FORD 6-cylinder. &real sharp car.
that, take coereed with vinyl, it aeries overiooked by luagage manualibi two
all those little extras: make- In heavenly shades Of clever facturers either. One case de1952 CHEVROLET Bel-Aire Coupe. Two-tone tun.
up eases. stockints. scarfs. white. biscsiene bin", rein- afened to tge elotiiing for
. The Toastmistress CIL*, is
.1 real nice car.
'inc steal
hi perfect for .
planning a charter dinner meet-.fr. Ameiica even if Mrs.
ing Saturday evening, Juoc .28
1952 PLYMOUTH 2-door. A nice clean car with a
anerica has to pack it for
' at the Woman's Club 11..use
low price tag.
' Mrs. Albert Tracy is prendent
lag a two-snitir that will
thrillOnly
a
1951 CADILLAC 62 4-door Sedan. Black as a crow
of the local ithepter.
also hold a spert jacket, extra
crazed womaR
and ready to roll.
Miss Patricia Enshaff, directrou.scre two pairs of shoes.
tor of Internationalliaoastrnistress
could spark
a pair of slippers. 7 shirts:
1950 OLDSMOBILE 88 4-door. A local car. Sharp!
haedkerchiefs, toilet articles.
Olathe of laotrisvi c, will be
violence
underwrite,'socks and a
-present to present the charter
1950 OLDSMOBILE 2-door. A new light blue paint
so savage!
sweater. Mrs. Eliraloetti Reid, Poduca.n,
This la another two-neation
co.unselor of RegienaThree, will
case, but this time the divider
install "he officers for :ha next
1950 jDuO
ILDGE Pick-lip Truk.k. Looks like new
acts as a holler that keeps
_ths.
it% -mon
12 ties wrinkle-free in transit.
1949 FORD 2-door. Junk price .... $50!
All civic chairmen are invited
Traveling Garment Bag
to attend the meeting.
• • ••
Garment-bar lugeoge Is
•-0,4*
— A NICE GARDEN TRACTOR —
a big thine this year. Air
•
traveler; love It bacauae it's
ei,at
so light just six pounds
when (=ply!
A. C. SANDERS - Phone 1457
You hang the bag up for
packing dress size is ,34, The Lydian Class of the Fest
VERBLE TAYLOR - Phone 1286
inches long. Four hangers
Baptist Church met on the lawn
will carry two dresses each.
of Mr. and Mrs. Mac Th nisi.
Pockets hold :shove jelaels, • Tarry for a family picnic Tut:lingerie and other clothing.
day evaning, June 24 at 6 pus.
Zip the bag rhut. Fold it
Prayer was led by Harry
THEMIDAPIAIRES LONzo &Ow:kit
over in half. Fasten straps at
ORIFTINGJOraroMaiER
Tramps her. Mr. H.an ipsher and
eottorn ena It assumes suit4.*
LacEi.l. SISTERS
- ilesii family aie-vere guests af the
rate shape_ iTcOm-aiti tar art
&Ica NEE
with Miff /610R • thitall.
class.
North Seventh Street
iothea., colors to mix or match With
Phone 833
TWO-St-ITER for men 'holds a week's supple/
Group
in
three
and
six
wate
.
luggage.
other
Derider acts as 1 holder to guarantee wrinkle-free ties.
charge.'
211+.•
014
- ...%
•
,,,.........-, ,...,....__,....
-'
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Toastmistress Clef)
Plan Charter bioner
For Saturday Eve
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Stars Must
Dress For
Their Public

•

•

By LORETTA YOUNG
Written For U.P.I.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Women like myself, who are in the
public eye, must dress for ilamour. It's part of our job. However, I confess that I enjoy it.
Right now, though, I'd better
be sure that we—you and—mean
the same thing by "glamour."
Glamour clothes are not necessarily super-sophisticated or ultra-advanced in style or terribly
expensive.
Glamorous clothes* are those
which are suited to you, individually, so as to be the greatest compliment to your personality, and they're silited to
the occasion for which they're to
be worn.
Also, they're simple. They're
based
good lines...are exquisite and timeless. I hav
dresses that are ten years old,
and as undated today as when
I bought them. I put them away
every few -years, and then bring
them out again to the "000hs"
and "aahs" of friends who have
forgotten them, and think I have
a new gown!
Fine Designers Quality Conscious
Fine designers, like Werle, Wbo
is responsible for my gowns 013
the hostess part of my NBC-TV
program "The Loretta Young
Show," attain their reputatkIn by
emphasizing fine workmanship,
marvelous fabrics, and classic
lines.
By studying the work of these
top-ranking designers in fashion
magazines, any woman can learn
to recognize nad appreciate the
Same qualities in the inexpensive
copies that make the average
American woman the best dressed in the world.
Playing up one important feature of an ensemble will almost
invariably lead 'tp a smart appearance. If I have a sensational
hat, I wear a very simple dress
so that tliothing detracts from
my chapeaux. My husband gave
me a beautiful pair of diamond
ear-rings for one of our anniversaries ,and when I wear them,
I'm always careful to choose a
dress with a plain neckline, so
that all eyes turn ear-wards.
Drage Appropriately
Dressing appropriately is as
important as dressing becomingly.
When a hostess invites me to
a formal dinner, I feel it is
only good manners to wear my
loveliest dinner gown and jewels.
Our casual way of life is
relaxing and enjoyable, but t
don't believe in confusing "casual" and "careless." Slacks are
fine for the beach or a picnic,
but when a woman is invited
out to a luncheon, she should
wear a smart dress or suit,
hat and gloves. It is only showing
consideration for others to dress
as attractively and appropriately
as possible.

•

•
main course for luncheon or makes a decorative

iulIGEG a salad into kit

dish fcrr a buffet table. This es/ad features Roquefort cheese mixed with vegetables.

illaghag)4W> ICAIKX1EF

By KAM olutuvoi
'p4OLDsalads are always

ANL a hit. They look grand,
taste good, ire a nice choice
for summer.
Here are two which are
both pretty and nourlishing.
Each contains generous
amounts of milk and fresh
vegetables. They appear
dainty, but do supply Important food values.

•

•

mai
tom Cooseii
,cmble ex onted
ten designers.

Mrs._ Milford Orr and
ited Mr. a n d Mrs.
nkins Sunday.
Mrs. Berthal Grooms
ren of Detroit a r e.
ts parents, Mr. and
on Grooms.
I Mrs. Barlon Nichols
3, Mr. and Mrs. Cheat' Paducah, Mr. and
rn Paectiall. Mr. and
ion Mantis, Mr. and
tias Vandyke, Mr. and
in Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
albs-flare, Yalta/ Mrs.
is Sunday.
d Mn, Ptiron Costs
r. and Mrs. Jack Key
night.

Cheese Fkrvor
If you like rich cheese flavor. you'll love the Roquefort
recipe
For tomato fans, the Frown Vegetable Salad will be
first choice. Tomato juice
gives It a pleasing tang and
its pale pink coloring.
Either salad can star as the
main dish for a ladies' luncheon or, snake an attractive
addition to a buffet table
Molded Roquefort Salad
with Vegetables: MLx 2 en-

velopes unflavored gelatine,
2 tsp. salt,
/
2 tbsp. flour, 21
/
11
1 tsp. dry mustard, 2 tbsp.
ewer,few grains pepper and
paprika. Blend with 2 c. milk
in top of double boiler.
Beat yolks of 2 eggs and
add.
Cook over boiling water,
stirring constantly until
thick.
Add 4 tbsp. elder vinegar.
Geol.
When mixture begins to
thicken, mash 2 oz. Roquefort
cheese and stir into milk
mixture. Add 1 medium green
pepper, chopped, 2 tap
2 c. chopped
1
minced onion, /
celery, 1 e. chopped cucumber.
Whip 2 egg whites stiff.
2 c. heavy cream stiff.
1
Whip /
Feld both into milk mixture.
2-qt. mold.
/
Pour Into 11
Chill until firm. Unmold.
Garnish with watercress,t4o-

mato and cucumber. Serves
to 8.
Frolics' Vegetable Salad:
Mix 2 tbsp. sugar, 2 envelopes
2 tsp.
/
unflavoreci gelatine, 11
2 tsp.-salt.
/
dry mustard and 11
Combine 1 (10-oz.)can condensed tomato soup and 1 c.
milk: heat. Add to gelatine
mixture and cook over low
heat untll gelatine dissolves,
stirring constantly.
Cool; fold in 1 c. mayonnaise or salad dressing, 2
tbsp. prepared horseradish, 2
c. chopped cucumber, 1 2 c
chopped green pepper, 1 c.
chopped celery, Va c. chopped
parsley, 1 tbsp. chapped onion, 1 e. heavy cream,
whipped.
Pour into 2 refrigerator
trays and freeze firm. To
serve, cut in wedge-shaped
pieces and serve on chicory
garnished with sliced cucumber. Mikes 10 to 12 portions.

•
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A&P's WIDE
SELECTION OF
FOOD OFFERS...v

I

s•
avffigs

-441t-Pt„

ON YOUR TOTAL FOOD NEEDS!

..:•-•

4Mirelititft;glai,A;&
ALL SKIN
REMOVED

AITCH (OR PELVIC)
BONE REMOVED
411111111111111P0
FAT REMOV—Eil
(NO EXCESS)

SHANK
CUT OFF HERE

EPER RIGHT—FULLY COOKID

I to 12 Lb. Avg.(Whole or Half)
YOUR GUARANTEE
OF INALity

'LIHAMS

SaliiiLESS

Shank
( Whole Halt
Super Right
or Butt
/ Portion
Smoked
lb. 576

Hams
Sup.:.,:ler (
Riyght
Spare Ribs
Smoked Beef Tongue(
Ocean Perch Fillets(

MIX 'N' MATCH SALE
SUPER RIGHT SLICED

LUNCH MEAT

3

t ynd
‘
eal
•In
Lefa

Big 8-0t. $11 00
Pkgs.

Plckie & Pimento—Olive Loaf —LIver
Cheese, Mac. & Cheese—Spiced Lunch
Cooked Salami
Leaser Quantleles Sold At Regular
Low Retell

ns
elo
Waterm
3 p.,1" Tomatoes
pes

RED RIPE

24 LB. AVG.

Cantalou
Peaches
Corn

2 see, 29°
Large

Sweet Yellow

tistinnal Paley Ofnmell
JUICE ADDS i nice tans and pale pink coloring to a Frozen Vegetable Salad.
na e'vine it a substantial quality.
' It aware eaifi-weire ea
Milk and cream n'-k,

TOMATO

With
your own
cornstick
recipe..

ior. Powet.Glide,
; license.
loor Sedan. Well
iedan. Blue

and

A nice clean car

clean car with a

.1•0

(

Qrt 35.

PACK

Ions dClor
lflOH siva,

P
Tuna
Flour
Gr. Fruit

eaches
A & P Solid
Pack Whets

A 2°1'OOc
7
Cans

Pineapple Juice
1" Peas 2:.:
4
,
53
Corn S'7.
,
,
s
p...2 a Sliced Beefs
2r Lb.
Bag
UP

Sunnyfleld
Self Rising
Sections A

Pie R5E5Gc SPECIAL!

39(EA

Only 19c
Donuts Or Cinnamon
19c
Golden Loaf Cake 7`c°.
Crocked Wheat Bread:071. 1to°15c
Twin Pack
59c
Potato Chips 12-0n Box

35c
39g
Miracle Whip:
39(
Cream Cheese
ilth
Kraft Velveeta
33c
Sliced Cheese
Kraft Cheez Whiz 570
5-Os.
Krone
Dressing . Bottle

S-On
Pkg.

1-Lb
Jar

SAVE SO% ON OVEN PROOF

a

Colorado Brown Stoneware

v light blue paint

e

3:-.4-4:-.

1457

,ne

1286

•

Jr Sales
Phone 833

Celts end Bored, lee
Stmfleur $on kinng
Moor every Ame ilwa reap*
E•fre Lght, extra
flow.
for
cols
tasty—wdra easy, eafrO POO

_

i

LB.

45,

.

I-Lb. Ctn. Itio

Roll

61

Frozen Banquet Dinners
BEEF—TURKEY
or CHICKEN

494

EA.

Kraft Party Snacks:::19f
37f
Cracker Barrel
Link Cheese
39g
Kraft Caramels
Marshmallows:::t.t.'%':25g
ZestSoap 2 a::43c 2::%290
8-00
NOM
Kret
Pke.
Cheese..

Kraft—Bacon
LOS. 291%
Gartio--HIckory
Pkg.
Nippy
°ender 1-lb.
Candy.. Pkg.

Free 111/2 inch Steak Platter

Petal,
Value Wit

AM'FOOD STORE

SET OF 4
COFFEE MUGS

Coupon good at may A.IP Food Store thru
Saturday, June 28

2 in. Steak Platter
/
111
Free With This Coupon

Your cornsticks will be light, have
You can do it ... easily, surely!
Self-Risine Corn Meal
old-tinie flavor ... without falt1 Use Sunflower
your recipe may
Mix, and be sure to omit the baking powder and salt yOu to enjoy the
*ant
we
and
added,
been
already
They've
call for.
cornsticks or any other
fihe results! Use Sunflower when you bake
cornbread. Sunflower is all purpose!

kCT0R —

Cu.

Swiss Cheese.,.....„
Butter( trrz:t gurc:r.

Its_llire new.
.. $50!

Calf
16 Oz.

Cheddar Cheese

FEATURAD THIS WELK

mighty fine baking
9.-VarY time

local car. Sharp!

14-02.

290
ur
ur

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
MILD WISCONSIN

Pineapple or Lemon

8-Os.
A mer.--BrIck
Pkg.
Pim.--Swies.

Black as a crow

.

A/P

Cane

CF::" IP11":

4

160s
Can

Cream

1

JANE PARKER—TRUE FRUIT FLAVOR

Blue Cheese

ell OE
A a P Caa

C:s
37

:
rhalail

-s•

39*

SWEET PICKLES

Kraft

,e. Two-tone tan.

29*
Tube Tomatoes 2i45e

CRACKERS
4 ) 1-Lb. 19c
Box

Jar

irp car.

79c

each

PARTY PAK WHOLE

ft

\I

BIM

ARISTOCRAT SALTINE

sing
c:
:
ftrie

an. Nice car with

5 lb Bak

Apples Winesapi

Flordla

Golden StowedDea

DACHAU CIIRENONIES
DACHAU, Germarry (UPI) —
Nearly 1,560 Banner prisoners
and relatives (4 those Niho died
in dreaded Dachau concentration carry returned to the site
of the former Nezi crensatorium
Sunday to pray for world peace.
Persons from Belgium. the Netherlands, France, Luxembourg,
Italy, Austria, Israel and West
Germany attended the service.

2 To 4
Lb. Avg.

When you purchase one 5-Pc. Plieco Setting of

8 CUP CARAFE

1111110111101111104
FREE!

Your
PROTECTION—An improved
suit to protect missiles-servicing crews against highly corrosive chemicals has been
standardized by the Army.
The outfit consists of a coverall. hood, gloves and boots.
The _basic protectrte motes-lel
is a coating of resin-moriified
butyl rubber over a totterfl

Save the haw coupons In the bogi Redeemable for Oiiginal Recant Silverplofel To,
can boat d coaripleftted

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY—COMPANY,-

Choke

99..

Saila auraliable--MicIng Bawls
Casserole Set, Dutch Oven. Cockle
Jar, Bean Pot, Salad Set. and
Set of 4 Salad Bowls

With the purchase ot one
6 Piece Place Betting Of
Melmac Dtanerwars at Mt
Mar price and this coupon.

MeIrnoc Dinnerware :.•4 $1.98 so.
Coupon has no cash vatue—Give to isheeker
before she checks your order.

GrF:r ATLANTIC &PACIFIC

TEA

DEP,ENCIABLE Filln0 RETAILERS SINCE 1859

fabric base. PPS riktplhae0) _

4
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'
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•
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Alaska's Role Becomes More Important
By CLIFF CERNICK
Written for
United Press International
UPI)
ANCHORAGE, Alaska
-In this age of rapidly-developing missiles and attack techniques. Alaska'se role as an advanced cru4aegit of' cerrtinent al
defense has never been more
important.
•
Release, of 30 MilYton dollars
in federal fureie t. to start cons:tier:men of .a bl1wtic missile
sar y warning etre i,rn near Nenana in the interior of Alaska
Met-lights the strateglc importonce of this vast, far nerthem

United States.
-To strike immediate counter-blows using Strategic A t r
'Corn:nand Vanes from Alaskan
bases.
_ The importance of Alaskan
• Strategic Mission
Bpi use of the territory's im- bases for use in t h i is global
with
contrasted
portance in the nation's global strategy, as
defense picture, Alaska's mili- NATO leases, is accentuated by
tary leaders have never made a the fact that Alaska is American
territory.
secret of their strategic
Alaska has six major miliWinch is:
-To provide early warning of tary installations. Elimendorf Air
Force Base near Anchorage is
an air attack.
.
-To intercept and destroy the headquarters for the unified
under Lt.
ens my bombers seeking to fly Alaskan comm and
over Alaska on the way towerd Gen. Frank Armstrong. The othtargets
in
Canada 'affd
the er 'large bases are Ladd and

In cennectiod with this stition, 22 miles of the Alaska railroad is to be relocated away
from the base at a cost of -244).
mdition dollars.

Eidson near Fairtramics; F o r t'
Richardson near Anchorage; Fort
Greely, an Arctic training post
about 90 miles from Fairbanks
and a naval base on Kodiak
Island.
Heightens Defense Role
The dev elupine rrt of mingile
weapons has heightened Alaska's
role in the gieleari defense picture because of its proxumty to
the Furasian land mass.
In Washington, Army Secretary Wilber Brucker has said:
U. Army forces stationed in
Alaska are separated front Soviet leases by only a few hundred
miles. Proximity of these bases
to t h e American mainland,
couled
with modern weapons
and aircraft in the hands of the
Soviets, present a constant theeatt
of attack of only minutes rather
than hours of wareteng. Constant
alertness is demanded of the
US. troops to minimize the results of this ever present possibility of attack."
The Air Force has pointed out
thif in 1931 Gen. Billy Mitchell
said "He Who holds Alaska
hokis the world," and that the
importance of the area has
greatly increased since that time.

sit
1957 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Aire Hardtop. Beautiful 2-tone
blue with harmonizing interior trim. V-8 motor, PowerGlide transmission, radio and it has only berm -driven
Only $1895
13.000 miles. Lake new!
1957 FORD Fairlane 500 4-dr. Town Sedan. We sold this car
new. Light green and white, V-8 motor, radio, heater,
Ford-O-Matic and white tires. It is folly equipped with
accessories. Has only 11,000 miles, locally owned. Ken$1895
tucky taxes and license paid.

TRAIN RUNS AMOlr-Some 40 killed and 80 Injured was the feared toll when photo of this train
wreck was made in Maltrata. Mexico. A power failure delayed the seven-car, two-elactrio-enguie
train for two hours, and when the power came on suddenly, the enr.neer was In another part of
the train. The train roans, Omen a 50-degree grade tor three meek [mashed through a station
(UPI TesepAoto)
and Malty the whole tram piled up against a warehouse wall

•

5
1957 FORD Fairlane 500 2-dr. Victoria. A good color, yellow
and white. This car has radio, heater, white tires and
Ford-O-Matic. A one-owner, no taxes to pay. Looks a
drives like a new car.
Slender trees rine from ground once bared by shell exploone
sions between &Won and Omen, south of Seoul. Thls la
of the areas In Mach the U.S. 24th Infantry fought against
the thi.5 5letairhans Invaders In early stages of the conflict.

1957 FORD 2-dr. Del Rio Station Wagon. Red and white, V-8
miter, radio, heater, white tires and Ford-O-Matic. Has
12,000 miles, spare tire never been on ground. We sold it
new. One owner, Kentucky license.

Owner le
sell.
A GOOD
street. Nk
rooms Cel

•

1956 MERCURY 4-dr. Monterey Station Wagon. Nine passen$15
9
ger. You will have to come eee this wagon. One owner,
like new, has power steering, power brakes and all the
extras. Light blue.

Galloway
Estate
Esldtla-Mte

1956 FORD Fairlane 4-dr. Town Sedar This is really a nice
car. i Has only had one owner. Power steering, radio,
heater, white tires and Ford-O-Matic. Color: light blue
and white.
$1495

4

SIM
IlunAs4L
and
or see at

1955 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Bel-Aire Hardtop. V78 motor, automatic transmission. Radio, heater, white tires, and siit29i5
s,
best .colors. Has Kentucky license.
red and white, the be
Ready to go!

The first Confederate victory in
Kentucky in the War Between
the States, resulted from the battle between Gen. William Nelsen's Union forces and Gen.
Kirby Smih's Confederates fought
near Richmond, August 29-31.
1861.
Munfordville, named for Richard I. Munford, member of the
Hoose of Representatives in 1820.
1822. and 1872, is high on the
northern bank of „Green Allier.
It is the seat of Hart county,
named for Capt. - Nathaniel G. T.
Hart, a Revolutionary War officer

FOR SAlel
errs
Fl1
base
r e
nn6-7
Hwy.
FOR SA1
college w
n
rnoth
e• intir
vo tn

Military cemetery at Tangrolt, on a plateau a few miles
north of Pusan. Flags of 21 nations fly overhead. All known
American war dead have been returned to U.S. from bore.

'GIRLS 2e
Call 903

1955 OLDSMOBILE Super 4-dr. A one owner car. Bought
new in town. Like new, two-tone green, has Hyrdom
ca0c
4t5i
transmission, power brakes, radio and heater, seat covers
and white tires. Kentucky license.

PRACIIIC
button el
room hea
dlaverrport

1955 NASH 4-dr. Ambassador Custom V-8 motor, radio, heater, power brakes, automatic transmission and white tires.
Has 26,000 miles, one owner. Sold new here.

Rickert, 1
ie

1954 FORD 2-dr. Customline. V-8 motor, new tires, Kentucky
$
5
license. Clean as it can be!
ese,
1954 FORD 2-dr. Customline. This car was bought here in
town, V-8 motor, heater, one owner.
1953 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Bel-Aire, Hardtop. A real nice
. li0
locally owned, has Power-Glide, radio, heater and white
tires.
$695

•

•

1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Aire. Yellow and white, one
owner, has 23,000 actual miles, Power-Glide, new tires,
radio, heater, seat covers
$850

G ALLON
Call at It

GOLF C
irons, 1
oonichlion
9668-W.

•
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also 2-es
merit. Ca

1953 FORD 2-dr. Victoria. This car has been around Murray
all its life. Yellow and maroon. Has Ford-O-Matic, radio,
heater and white tires. Kentucky license

HOUSE,

mcat/2.
days or

1952 FORD 2-dr. V-8 motor, heater and Ford-O-Matic. Kentucky license, new tires. Like new!

KOREA EIGHT TEARS LATER -These present-day scenes from
:Korea hark back to June 25, 1950. when the North Korean
Communists stormed across the 38th parallel into South
f Korea in an Invasion meant to take over their neighbor.
,Ilovr, eight years later, though the gun fighting haa stopped.
the Reds tenaciously continue harassment from the Pan(UPI Photos)
munion truce headquarters.

Neurotics Can
Be Cured Says
Scientists,

Test and discover the new lighter touch and livelier action
that means more typing speed, greater typing ease!
More typing freedom, more typing speed on the new Smith-Corona
Secretarial Typeenter' New Speed pilaster accelerates eveizy stroke
with less typing effort, makes the keyboard come alive - actually
gives you greater typing ease.
And Smith-Corona's Accelerator Action also brings you a marked
improvement in typing quality.' Each character prints the same
clear. crisp impression - gives a uniform, professional appearance
to esery page of every typing job.
Discover for. yourself the light, lively touch, the crisp, clean
- write of Accelerator Action on the new Smith-Corona Secretarial.
Call yOjar local Smith-Corona representative for a demonstration
or a ten-d.,5 ire) in yourtown(Ace today!

LOOK AT THESt EXCITING IMICATTARIAL
Cleam. Mogen apptarase• • Se.e. Decorate, Ceolees • Mame
Cemstrectoen • (mcm.i.no Tidal lab Cast Lew • InstantSat
Margate • ['cleave Nall Soma* Cry • lutist,* Peel IS
Ti. new Secretor-el 14 emi.taVe in both feetne and carbon rbboa moats, 11 end. range Si W.stairs and came.' wattit.

THE NEW

SMITH-CORONA
SECRETARIAL

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
- of the

•

DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
Greene O.'Wilson, Mgr.
-- QUALIFIED MECHANIC WITH 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE -

to stressful incidents of infancy.
, The cure is in recalling these
forgotten incidents and thus permitting the victims to understand
the basis of his neurotic emoliens.
,
He scoffed at contentions that
infant experiences cannot be remembered. One of his patients
recalled (in the psycho-analytic
process) that his own birth had
been exceedingly ailficult, and
another remembered having felt
he was being suffocated and
choked while at his mother's
breast. This sort of experience
can be a root cause of the adult
disease, he said.
Hadfield is English. He attacked the commission's report to the
British Medical Association.

By DELOS SMITH
UPI Science 'Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
established medical order is newly attacked because it keeps
right on insisting that if homosexiiality is a disease it is an
incurable disease. Thet just isn't
so-it is a definite disease and
one which definitely is curable,
said the attacker.
He is Dr. .1. A. Hadfield) His
point of attack was the report
of an official medical commission
which looked thoroughly into
what has been called "one of
the most pressing social problems
of our age` and reported that
neither its array of medical
witnesses nor he medical literature had produced a single instance of genuine cure.
Not Right Witnesses
The measure of that, of course,
is whether the disease victim
has been converted to normal
sexual activity, that is, to heterosexuality. Hadfield said, in effect,
that the commission just hadn't
looked deeply enough into the
'else 'literature and hadn't called the
right medical witnesses. Himself,
for instance.
He cited among his cures four
homoefxuals whom he treated 30
years ago. There cures have
lasted to this day. The fourth
man has died, he said, biMbefore
he did his wife sued him for
divorce "for running,. off with
anothee woman-which, if not
the .enest desirable outcome, at
least cokirmed the transference
of his feeliesee-tfrom homosexuality to heterosixuality."
Hadfield: practices "psycheological medicine." Maisie_ is another
term for psychoandlioes w hitt
used as a medical tool. Like
his colleagues in this speciality,
he contends that homosexuality
is an emotional disease whose
most remote ,causes earthy traced

1951 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Deluxe. Light tan. radio, heater $and
white tires. Clean!
$395
1951 CHEVROLET Sedan Delivery. Dark blue, Kentucky license
$375
1951 NASH 4-door Ambassador. Has new tires, Hydramatic,
heater. Clean!
$295
1951 NASH 4-dr. Ambassador. Has overdrive, heater, radio.
$195
1950 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Deluxe. Black, one owner. Ni... car!
$350
1950 PLYMOUTH 2-dr. Special Deluxe. Dark green, Kentucky
license. Good car.
$200
1950 FORD 2-dr. Custom, V-8 motor, overdrive, Kentucky
license.
$250
1946 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Black, you have to come see. Has
had the best 'of care.
$250

NEW TRUCKS

•

USED TRUCKS

1957 FORD F100, V-8 motor, Custom cab
1957 FORD F600 V-8 motor, five speed, new tires.

hil

1955 FOFD F100 sixmylinder, cab and chassis, Kentucky lic-

WI
Ye

al
ST
du

ens.195 FORD F600 Dump, Custom cab, five speed.
1956 FORD F100 Pick .Up, 11,000 miles, Kentucky license.
1954 CHEVROLET %-ton, four speed
truck.

transmission. A

nice

Cli

•

orT
Yc

Sc

1952 CHEVROLET Pick Up, dark green, deluxe cab, radio,
Kentucky license.

id
eit

1952 FORD 14 -ten, six cylinder, new tires, Kentucky license,
four speed transmission. ,

it
St

1953 JEEP.
1941 CHEVROLET ki-ton Pick Up, flat bed. $100.00.

Did You Know That You
Can Get A New 1958
FORD for 11850

a

a

-BANK RATES

a

Up to 36 Months to Pay
HE'S GOT A SECRET -Joseph
Papp (Papirtivsky) stands at
the House un-American activities hearing in New York,
where he wound up without a
job because he invoked the
fifth amendment 12 times in
refusing to answer about Communist connections. Till this,
he was floor manager of CBSTV's "I've Got a Secret." CBS
gave hint the gate. Papp holds
a copy of the magazine "Amerika," which the U. S. circulates
(UPI 2elephot04
In Russia.

ARKER
MOTORS
701 Main

f,

Phone 373
e

•ef

•

en
be
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1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. "210". Dark green color, straight
shift, a locally owned car. Has had only one owner. You
will have to see this one!
$695

• -V05

Permanent bats rise from hill reinforced by oU drums on
Woind Island in Inchon harbor. It was here that the U.S.
Marines stormed ashore on Sept- 15, 1950. enabling U.S.
troops to break out of Pusan perimeter Wed turn the tide.

l0;

lett _St._

1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Aire. Two tone brown, like new.
Come see this one.
$750

NEW! THE SMITH-CORONA SECRETARIAL BRINGS YOU

DODGE
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•
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•

•
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e--eealgieetialli
I. advance
as per ...co sof one day, minimum ef 17 earls for Sao — So poor were etre three stays. Glaimatflee eda are payable

Beautiful 2-tone
'-8 motor, Poweronly beenedriven
Only $1895

on
Waldrop' Will sell hOuiehold goode, reHOUSE
BRICK
Drive. 2 bedrooms, living roan, frigerator, bedroom stele, rockkitrehen, dining room, den and ers, odd chairs, tables, dining
utility room. Phone 1627, or es. room table, dishes, cooking uterimodFOR SALE or RENT: Nice
June27C siks, fruit, quilts, pillows, matern 6-room home on two acres.
beck, sewing
tresses, feather
Full basement, garage, lodeted
machine, farm equigxnent, and
Male Help Wanted
on Hwy. 841 about 1 mile out.
other article too numerous to
FOR SALE: Good home near
Juse27C
mention.
per
$160.00
about
with
college
WAN WAN11EID for Rawleigh
pribaths,
'Theo
month income.
business in Murray. No experivete intrance. See this bargain. ence needed to start. Sales ease SATURDAY, JUNE 213. Giant .:.Owner leaving town, wants to to make and profits good. Start stock turnover sale. Starts 2:30
pm., end 16:00 pm. Factory
sell.
immediately. Write Rawleg'h's,
A GOOD home on nice quite Dept. KO-41090490, Freeport, Ill. guaranteed merchandise. Living
tables, all kinds
street. Nice shady lot, two bed1TC room suites, end
earreture, hardware, power tools,
rooms on !arse floor, two on
-ea lawn mowers, vinnidcav tans, yard
ee second floor, furnace heat. Only
chairs, dinette suites, platform
$7.500. Loan Trareidenable.
NOTICE
rockers. Guranteed wbite peke..
Galloway !es. & Real Estatediea
There will be free drawing at
Galloway Ineuran.ce and Real
cornin
experience
Yr.AaitS
end of sale. Douglas Shoemaker,
*bate Agency, Phone 1062, home 1 20
June.211C rnercial and domestic refrigera- auctioneer.
Discount
Pesci:tall
101-M.
ing.
Iferarson House, Hazel, Ky.
'teen St air-condition
June26P
Refrigeration Srevice, 107 North
SMALL Frigidaire refrigerator.
W.elY29C
Runs and freezes well. Cal $45 171th. Ph• 802-XI
Services Offered
or see at 405 N. 7th St., city.
PIANO TUNING, repairing new
June"' and used pianos. Cell David H.
Winslow at Climok Music Center, DEAD STOCK removed free.
ettly12P Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
GIRLS 26" super deluxe bicycle. Murray. Phone 1458.
Call 903 dm, 1.110-J ceents.
Co. Prompt service 7
PLUIMBING REPAIR, pump and rankage
June27C
Call long distance
water heater sales and iteerice. days a week.
Mayfield 433, Union City
Collect,
day
0
phone
Sykes,
Elroy
Call
PRACTICALLY NEW GE pushN115D
July 124C TU-5-461.
button electrec stove, Titan 3- or night.
room heater, linoleum rug, bed
WIDOW WITH 2 teen-age sons MAleIllilISSES
like
REBUILT
davenport. table. chairs, TV anwould like to rent or lease Grade new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
tens. Call 1755-W. Mrs. R. C.
A Dairy. Would consider em- Paducah. Ky. Murray represeaJune27C
Rickert, 1015 Payne.
ployment, partnership, milking tative Taibers L'ph '1st ery Steep,
TTC
0 DODGE Pidgiap Truck, $75.00. on shares or what have you. 101 N 3rd. Phone 549.
June26P
Call 1050-B or Bee at 219 So. Write Box 32-T.
June26P
lath St.
gliURSDAY Ateeraoen'i we are WANT quiTting fo do. Prices acIt's a good Line to steep catding to how you want them.
open!
each.
be
jugs,
Coke
GALLON
on the
Call at Muray Drive-In Theatre. it Stark's Hardware, 12th and 1 1,1 miles from Murray
TIC old Concord Road. Name on
Junese0C Poplar .
mail box. Mrs. Willis Fielder,
1TC
GOLF CLUS SET, 3 woods, 4 LET US estimate Your next Murray Rt. 6.
irons, 1 putter and cart. Good paint job. First quality pain*
condition. Price 00.00. Phone used. All work guaranteed. Nu- DEPLOP.ES DISTINTEREST
June2eliP Way Painters. Phone 613-J. Ted
Clack, Mgr.
JulY13G
SIMININGHARd, Ala. (UPI) —
"The lack at interest in Christ's
Chtnesh in Eurcpe is appalling,"
a Methodist min.ster told his
5-ROOM unfurniehed apartment,
cengregation Sunday. Dr. Paul
"also 2-room unfurnished apartPleBLIC AUCTION sale veiS be Hardin Jr. who neatened to the
ment. Call 33 or see at 503 Olive.
held on Saturday, June 28 M , puipit after a nine-week tour
JuneXIC
10:00 at the Lou Wilkinson farm of Europe. and the Middle East,
church
HOUSE, available eira of the on Murray Route 3, near Men said that In Europe the
Earl Lee's "has became lurt a eleht-eeelelli
month. on North 9th St. Cali 37 Greve. le mile east
interest..
June27C Grocery on Plenertown Road. Place
days or 142 nighe
'"—"'

FOR SALE

We sold this car
.tor, radio, heater,
illy equipped with
.ally owned. Ken$1895

good color, yellow
white tires and
to pay. Looks a
$1995

ed and white, V-8
;'ord-O-Matic. Has
ground. We sold it
$1895

1

igon. Nine passenagon. One owner,
,rakes and all the
$1795

is is really a nice
rr steering, radio,
Color: light blue
$1495

r

V-8 motor, autoLIc tires, and it is
Kentucky license.
... $1295
wner car. Bought
has Hyrdomatie
heater, seat covets
$1450
motor, radio, heater' and white tires.
here.
$1095

ew tires, Kentucky
$795

0

is bought here in
$750
.. A real nice car,
, heater and white
$695

e brown, like new.
$750

r and white, one
r-Glide, new tires,
$850

•

•

en around Murray
ord-O-Matic, radio,
rnse
• ir
ord-O-Matic Ken$595

In addition to the program of
the same tote amount of water !have proved extremely effective
Weekly News Letter
I fluettrattons, a gradual drawan all reservoirs. During the 'In the corerol of the malarea
down twill also be started in
drawdewn, t h e mosquito eggs carrying mosquito.
of
a, Guntersville;
.Chlehaniaug
The weekly fluctuation
the
in
rescfV0H,
are
and larvae, which
In the Kentucky
Pickwick Landing
aed
1Wheeler
water levels for malaria mos- shallow waiter along the banks,
is too large to fluctuate
quito contrcil is being started in are left stranded and are kilied on a weekly cycle, a gradual ,reservoirs beginning about July
1.
TVA resetwoers kicated along by drying or by their natural
drawdown of the Jake has been
This program ce reservoir opthe main 'tern of the Tennessee enemies.
started which will aLso be efv.-.th other
eration, cembint d
River, TVIA said today. These
mosquitoes.
controlling
in
fective
tluctuations
'171TA said these
TVA measures, such as shorefluctuations -will tie made in all
line maintenance, creating permmainstream reservoirs erten Fort
anent shoreline improvements to
Loudoun Lake downstream
b:eading
potential
eliminate
through Pickwick Lake.
have
larviceding,
and
areas,
the
of
fluctuation
Weekly
played a major part in the reInainstreem lakes is one phase
duction in the 'imeidence ot the
of a program of water level
disease during the past decade.
management which TVA under-,
Since 1949 there have net been
takes as its most effective single
any known cases of ma:aria od
malaria control measure. Other
local origin along the Tennessee
inept in the water level program
Fearer:inreservoirs
mainstream
lot
clude (1) rateing t is e 'water
above normal maximum sum55's %ilUlUhhlNllII/
iter level in late winter or early
wring and then returning it to
that elevation in orc*r to strand
' 1311.1itE•11WTHREATRE
of
the winter's accumulation
drift or tlotage; (2) maineaining
Open 6:30 — Start Dusk
the water et the normal marlduring
elevation
imier
l
sun•
morn
TONITE ONLY
the spring growth period to retard marginal vegetation; a n d
Is
(3) combining a seasonal recesof bout one t3 .twoetenths
of a foot a week, with the weekly &actuation, in order to ins-ure
gift-giving
SHERMAN ADAMS' FRIEND — Bernard Goldfine.
sun Solomon
effective control of mosquito
friend of presidential aide Sherman Adams. and
In Boston. He
larvae during the peak of the
stroll away from Goldienes attorney's office
GET FREE FAMILY
with his attorney,
mosquito breeding season in the
has been having a good deal of talk
(UP! Telephoto)
summer and early fall.
Samuel Sears,
In the weekly fluctuation opFrom Our Intermission
eration, the reservoirs are drawn
Answ•e to Yesterday's Puzzle
Advertisers
about one foot during par: uf
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
the week and then refilled dor- !
*—
II-Symbol for
@OM130 04QM
ACROSS
ing the remainder of the 'week.,
cerium
01VMM 031113
While one reservoir Is being
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I -Pain
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MA
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14)-ftimilar
6-Tattered
drawn, the next downstream
11-Projecting
cloth
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in Color
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17-Large
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25.Paths
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0
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time
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2'?'Swift
15-PrefIx: not
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MOOMO
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-Seed
21
21-At•ose
container
23-Symbol foe
29-Conjunction 46-Sea earls
21-Volt of
silver
ea-Emmet
40-Make
Siamese
24-Pleat
50- I mon
amends
currency
26-Entangle
4I-Countenance 61-Fvergreen
33- tritet
26-Laughing
42-Later
tem
19-1,anr.. step
34-Walk
44-Exchange
30-• suite
63 -S)io boi for
premium
26-Macaw
(ebb,tellurium
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SS-Decay
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36-Number
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2CHARD WIDMAR
letter
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REVOR HOWARD
of facts
41-Severity
JANE GRE
6I-l`repoaltloa
62-l'ollution
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Merchants
Appreciation
NITE

WHAT'S WITH HIM? —V. IL
Molotov (above), once the
scourge of the UN and free
world diplomacy, is reported
back In Moscow from his ambassadorial post In Outer Mongolia, and under surveillance.
Be was demoted to that poet
by Premier Nikita Khrushchev.
(VentralPress)
Now what?

PASSES

now ociata

TFOR RENT

rafted

64-Ankerican
oliseviet
it-Worahito
Marine

at 30:biteetioi

an idea that the Lebanese
ROUGH. THOM RESELS- You get
of Prime Minister
rebels mean bustr.esa from this photo
(UPI Telepeoto)
Semi Soiree borne in Beirut, after bombing.

due, Kentucky 1k$375
tires, Hydramatic,
$295
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"I tapped on
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door
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them"
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t. you would."
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George, and I was tired she
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"You've already done it," I told
"In other words, you threw • of having to endure her smug
her.
5.51.• into Wm!"
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"I mean, what do I do after
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to come see. Has
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Practice And
Science Differ
In Psychiatry
By DELOS SMITH

CRACKERS

NEW YORK (UPI) — There
fi a tremendous difference beteen ' psychiatric science and
psychiatric practice — between
provcd and generally accepted
scientisfle ideas of hew mental
patients should be treated and
hew they actually are treated.
This was shiwn up in in
authoritative survey by the
American Psychisric
of 94 per cent of the pub
mental hosp.'als of the Un:.
S!ates and Canada which ai,
care for 94 per cent or the
patients hospitals.
Pat chistric science holdt that
mental patients shs uld be treated
the doctors, nurses.
Rs equals
said others caring for them 1 their
Ilanate dignity derived from their
status as human beings should
'-respected. and they should
be given full freedom inside the

•

I-Lb. Box

E

TUNA
2-cAtis 39c

OUR OWN MAKE — PURE PORK

20 MULE TEAM

BORAX()
SMOKED SHORT SHANK PICNIC

COMPETITION -Meet Elvis Presley's granddad. shown
to Louisville. Ky., holding a
contract to record an album of
lungs h• learned as a cotton
picket In Mississippi. Jesse
Presley, 62, says he doesn't like
rock 'n' roll. (UP1 Telephoto)
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lb.

PUSS & BOOT'S

M & M
CANDIES

SPAM
12-0z. Can

49c
„BUSTER NUTS
SALTED

Red Pitted

Margarine

PIE
CHERRIES

COLORED QUARTERS

15!
Big Brother

SALAD
TISSING

Cashews
45c
6

C QUART

OZ

Pabst-ett

GOLDEN D1PT

RAT and MOUSE
EXTERMINATOR
Rat

$ 65

Mouse

49c

JUICY SUNKIST

LEMONS

19c

17c

dozen
DIXIANA FROZEN

New LuAURY TEXTURE

ALCOA
WHOLE BABY

WRAP

OKRA

BIG

33c

190

BROTHER

BOSTON BONNIE

Large Bath Size

Fish Sticks
390

Palmolive
4 bars 440
A-D

and ASSORTED COLORS

PORK
Large 2Y2 Can

1-Lb. Bag

Large Family Size
COLGATE

TOOTH PASTE

•
10-lb. box $1
"
Large Size

DIAMOND
BLACK LEAF

VEL

FLORAL
DUST
$1.19,

•••

Giant Size

FAB

Ajax Cleanser
2 for 2W

,IFolkill(ER

740

Super Suds
29
Reg, Size

FOOD
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•

.0#

•

•
•

a

I.

49

SOAP POWDER

Reg.Sge

75c 59c

•

DETERGENT
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•

•
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35c
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STARCH
39c

Availability
Of Mortgage
Money Rises
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23(4

FAULTLESS

1
•
Question Of Freedom
These things all hinge on the '
nuestVn of freedom, since a
patient who is kept under lock
Ahil key definitzly is Rot an
equal of the persons who keep
film locked up. nor can he prefervemuch of his human dignity.
scientific psychiatry, the trend
Is toward -the open hospital"
811 which locks and keys are not
•
used.
, But the survey showed that
.per cent (185.608) of the
.075 patients in 291 public •
pitals are strictly lock and
Sy .EDWARD COWAN
key cases Of the big total. 45.8
United Press International
per cent (286.647) are permitted
WASHINGTON (UPI1 — The
some hospital freedom if under
mortgage
the eye of a custodian. and 223 availability of home
rise
per cent 4129.7201 are allowed money continued on thesurvey
government
to move about buildings and in May, a
pounds on their own,-at stipul- showed today.
' North Central a n d Western
times
states rec.( rded the biggest gains.
fully'
ideal
—
scientific
The
as reflected by shrinking dis"open"
lents
in
privileged p ak
on government - backed
wards — affected only 12 8 per counts
,traded among inves(tent (74.529) This disparity be- mortgages
private analysis sugtween science and practice was ton. But a
that the trend toward
so great that the scientists who gested
money may be levelling
-nade the survey thought there easier
"
.
should be another survey — to . c1
Study by the Federal Housing
find out whether the "attitudes'''
Administration found that as of
he professionals who care
("f
June 1 discounts on FHA -Insured
for mental patients are responMortgages traded in the seconsible for the lag.
averaged $1.1(1 per
d'r). market
Drs. A. H. Tuma and Lucy
$100 of unpaid balance, corn Omen pointed out that whereas
pared to $1 40 in May 1. la,.
t the lgth Century the right
Nov 1 the average discount A ..,
even t h e menally ill to
"dignity. freedom and equality"
A discount is the difference
!
, Imre "social and political issues?'
sn'thlbetween the amount that must be
Century
Ir. the mid-20th
repaid and the sum actually
claims to scientific know-how.
loaned. 'The smaller the discoun'
ose things are considered "psy- the lower the actual rate of
,!rgical neee.sities,"_.ip the well
interest.
tieing of man." Supply Growing
Long Way To Go
Hence, declining discounts inThe scientific surveyors re- dicate that the supply of
money
inarked that there "still is a available for home financing is
lring way to go" before the care growing in relation to demand
of the mentally ill gets to "the and that it is getting easier for
open hospital." It should be the average home buyer to get
understood here that "the open a loan. Interest rates have also
hospita" does riot mean any been dropping, but housing exsacrifice of "sevurity," either for perts point out that the inthe patients or for the community creasing ease in the market has
ot• any given mental hospital. been reflected mainly in longer
The lock and key are primitive repayment periods, lower 'down
ways of seeking security, as the payments and fewer rejections of
high and constant rate of burg- mortgage applications.
lary shows.
FHA economists say it is too
With mental patients. one bet- early to tell whether the shift
ter way is to treat the patieup toward easier money is slowing
, for their illnesses, and preserve down. But the president of the
,in return freedom, dignity, and V.S. Savings and Loan League
eouality st nart of the treatment. reported this week that -The
open hospital" is not un- big surge in personal savings
common in Britain where Ihe appears to have run its course:'
,.-ificlividual had its closest study,
Oyeph Holzka said that perand the escape nee has not been sonal savings, after climbing to
materially changed But the im- a record rate in the first three
provement in patient well-being months of the year. levelled off
and in , restoring patients to in April and the !fattening ou'
society ha. been dramatic.
became "more pronounce-)- in
May.
hdvocates Foreign Mission
Stabilization Soon
With personal savings the bigBOSTON.
(UPI
=- A gest compunent of the 'supply
missionary 'officila
Wednesday of loanable funds, this developnight urges) American ios-o.be$ ment may indicate that the unof the United Ckurt•ti r4 Christ precedented swing toward easier
to give greater support to the money of the last seven months
egpandton of' foreign missions. ▪ losing its momentum and tha'
Miss Pita rgaret R. Blernker of conditions may stabilize soon.
Holzka said that the slowdowo
Boston. secretary-for Europe and
The Near East
!h. American in the savings uptrend implied
Boa rd
1 Corewn ies on ers
fog "that the fear of a serious and
Foreign, ?Cations . told delegates prolonged recession is subsiding
and that peopie are once, moro
to the biennial meeting of the
entering the market for their
General Council of Ice Congrenormal supply of goods and servgational Chrl.stian Churches that
ices."
the hope of the modern world is
The FHA report said that in
In developing think, feeling, be- five of the
six FHA regions
fevirg men who can understand discounts
decreased. during May
work/ prblems and ,
rnake deci- In the North Central and West.
sion for themselves.
the average discount declined by
•
-40 cetns. In the northeast, discounts held to the March and
FEBEI. LEADER CONVICTED
April level of 20 cents per $100.
The pattern art of June 1, FHA
, ALGIERS (UPI
—Handsome
rebel leader Yaced Saadi, cap-' reported, was as follows: Northhired In the Casbah with his east 20 cents. Middle Atlantic
Tyr:stress last Sept. 24. was con- 30. tents, Southeast 81.40. North
Wpdriesrlay of seven bomb Centlral $1.24/. Southwest $1:211
and West 81.50.
'rd
-'
,
stacks and caodemned
' the go ' he. His alleged ace 'police H Tr.
Arnar also was
Some of the Indian tribes
seri"en:el t,
Saadi, 30. hunting in the Big Sandy. are.;,
-'en convicted until 1795 were: Creeks, Chocar sz-baker,
• at 1-f(ntericsd
e alb in ab- taws, and Cherokees from th,
st
be-fore htis e.pture but South a nd Miamis. Shawnee'
under Fiench law he had to be Delawares, Wiandott' acci
ritried in perste'',
• from the North.
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Husing Not Mound
Manhattan
Optimistic
*About Return
PASADENA, C f.
UPI) —
"You have no ide
a wondenful place the world is when
you can see it and how horrible
it is when you can't.
see it."
That's the way Ted Husing
sums up his misfortunes. He
one of radio's best known
and best paid voices before a
brain tumor crippled him and
took away his sight arid fortune.
He's trying a comeback, but
he acknitted the path it rough,
mainly because of his own mental depression.

4)was

_
39c

T

•

;rown

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) — Around
Manhattan:
Observant male in our office
tossed a bitter tirade against
us girls and fashions the other
day.
"Why do they have fo• try
everything new at once?", he
complained.
"I saw a girl on Fifth Avenue
today, dressed in one of those
exaggerated chemises.. you know
the kind I mean, the ones that
hobble the derriere."
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*or

Or, to steal from Alexander
"She had her hair in one of
those new sheep-dog cuts," said Pope:
"Be not the first by whom
our man, warming to the subject.
"She was wearing a headache the new is tried,
"Nor yet the last to lay the
band and I've yet to see anybody
besides a model look good in one old aside."
of those.
Ladies Segregated
It'll be interesting to see just
Custom Corpse Green
"She wore stockings tinted to how women cotton to a "segrematch her dress. The whole cos- gation" idea advance this week
tume was corpse green.
by Herman T. Stichman, of the
"And she was dumpy. I Hudson-Manhattan railroad.
thought, great scott, she looks
Stichman plans to install "for
like she is on her way to a ladies only" cars, in soft shades
costume party.
of pink and grey, on the com"Honest now. Why does a muter trains running between
woman put ALL that's new in Newark, N.J., and New York
fashion on at once?"
City.
Maybe our man has something
"Some of the railroads have
there. Maybe a basic rule of the men's club cars," said Stichthe well-dressed woman needs men. "One airlines has special
repeating: Try the new, only flights for male executives only.
when it becomes you.
I think it's high time somebody

"Not worried at all," said'
gave a little attention to the
cdmfort of the ladies.
Should Please Women
"I think some of the wives
will be happy to be away from
husbands for a while."
I asked him if he realized
that feminine nature being what
it is, he might be heading for
trouble; that some of the claws
might come un-sheathed.
Pitchman. "I have a higher opinion of the feminine sex than you
do."
The special cars will be .installed July 1, he said, and all
will be air-conditioned. "But,"
said Stichman, "the women don't
HAVE to ride the special cars.
They can ride with the men, if
they want."
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Film Shop
By RON BURTON
United, Press International

HOLLYWOOD — UP —
is the most often used letter in
the English language — and actress Ann (not Anne) Myth
(not Blythe) is very much aware
of it.
"Some of the nicest persons I
know are newspaper people," she
said. "Thar's why I hesitate to
tell them that they always seem
to misspell my name. For reasons which are not known to
me, they seem to want to add
an 'e' to the end of my first and
my last names."

Miss P.lith said it's a little
disturbing to nave ya•ar name
misspelled on general grounds.
She said it's also discouraging
when she sees . other names pelled right most of the time —
names like Lollobrigids, de1 HayBrigitie Bardot
The actress is known in Holcircles for her even temper.,As a rule she gets mad only
when the script calls for it, but
this spelling thing is starting to
get under her skin.
Also McNulty
"You guys do a lot of spelling," she said. "More, I guess
than lots of people, and yet
most of rrry tan letters have the
name right. Have I offended
someone? I sometimes wonder."

Newspapermen who have anisspe)led her name apparently do
it on the assumption that either
the Ann part of it and/or the
Blyth terminate with an "e",
Then there are those who say
they • :'spell it right but that a
copyreader spoils everything by
adding an "e,"
ryth Mgt considered, and
seriously, I OSTIA That perhaps
I'm partially to blame for the
thing," she said. "When I first
came here, I refused to change
my name to something more
fancy. I stuck to my. name,-Ann
Myth, although now I'm known
legally by my husband's name,
McNulty."
Miss Blyth said she could use
her bull name if something fancier would help the situation.

Hosing, now 56, sat, as he
spoke, in a chair in the living
Airoom of his mother's modest
1-Pasadena cottage, an Afghan
around his legs and a cane by
his side.
Has Doubts About Comeback
He has taped two interviews—
with sportscaster TOR1 Harmon
and boxer Maxie Rosenbloom —
for a series entitled "Ted Husing Reminisces" but he Is not
rticularly hopeful
out his
k.

h

The voice is there—the resotrant voice wthich in dramatic
style related most of the great
moments in sports • more than a
generation ago — but he admits
,himself the spirit is weak.
\41 the fi#it within himself,
Hosing conceded he may not be
all washed up, and he has not
Jost his sense of humor.
Hasn't Lpet Religion
"I'm my own best critic," he
continued, "and I want to rise
above the difficulties of my illness but sometimes I wonder.
Huding hastened to add that
he hasn't lost faith in himself
completely.
"Frn
terribly religious," he
said, "and this was not occaoioned by my illness. I always
*rent to church before my programs and prayed for help."
He isn't bitter at the world
and he isn't critical of those
around him.
Of his abortive comeback attaunt early this year when he
went to New York and was
placed on a 2150 a week retiner
.
by Ca:Jambi* aireadcm‘ag
tens, he said:
"It was all a irridtaRe. I wasn't
ready. It was nobody's !atilt."
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Is

19c

a new instant coffee
at a new low price

dozen

k FROZEN

.E BABY

RA

Bath

6

Size

401

Compare Colonial's rich flavor and aroma
with any other brand at any price! Note
how quickly it dissolves, how much time it
saves
Yes, treat yourself to a
Treasure of Pleasure—new Colonial Instant
Coffee with the natural, "fresh roasted" taste!

at

name
Ts 440

I
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tit/CC—Bob Cox, 31, of
Chapel Hill, N. C, is shown
M Los Angeles after be was
.jtamed president of the United
States Junior Chamber of
1 Commerce. It was one of the
most spirited elections in the
' history of the organization.
MEADS

ERGENT
$189
boil

ge Size

49
POWDER ,
nt Size

•

7/P

3. Suds
uze 290
l'IRIED FROM TV QUIZ—Charles
B. Dubin raises his right hand
to be sworn in at a session in
New York which cost him his
job as director of the NBC-TV
guts show "Twenty-One." The
House committee on tin-Amerlean activities asked him about
himself and Communism, and
ail he would ray was that he
was not now a Communist. He
pleaded the first and fifth
amendments 22 times. People
like that are not for as, said
NO In inset(UPI rdepitotol

00
WET
S,AMMIO

-are•IIM.mc

•

Ask for the Big
6-oz. ECONOMY Size
Also in 2-oz. Jars
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SWIFT'S PREMIUM

HOT DOGS
es*

5C each

Served All Day
Friday, June 27
....••••

Favorite
Beverage

8.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

¼

•••.".

Swift's Premium

HA

:*

59c

•;•:••

FREE SAMPLES
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

Swift's Premium

BROWN 'N SERVE SAUSAGE.

SLICED BACON ViU

et
SATURDAY, JUNE 28

lb

6

For tnat sweet :make taste

Better—Fresher—More Flavor.

CARTON
Plus Deposit

Served All Day Saturday, June 28

Sugar Cured, Flavor Assured.

FRANKS

10

Ham Sandwiches

b

Swift's Premium

Your

•

••S•.' •
VI**
I01:i
.1 0!):.•1„.....*
I.. • •1"*.‘174:eadirie.%•1

••

491

.;

MIRACLE
WHIP

*

Quart

BROWN 'N SERVE

SAUSAGE

Package

Perfectly Soesomeol.

tender-grown Swift's Premium

CHICKEN

WHOLE
Each

You hove never tasted chicken so good.

49c
79c

FLAVOR-KIST

CRACKERS

Swifening
The rnost digestible sb.t.nwIS o v

Peanut gutter

........0.•
•

Swift's

PREM

Real Taste—No Waste.

INSTANT
6 OL JAR

•

V

2 Jars

Swift's MEATS

BABIES
FOR
Sounder Nerves—Richer Blood.

1 LS.CAN

369c
59c
49
49c
20-oe. Jar

Creamy smooth—delicious.

Coffee Sale
99c

19c

cos WY

Swift's

MAXWELL HOUSE

1-Lb. Box

•

LAY'S

POTATO CHIPS
9C Large
Twin

Swift's,

PARD
2 25c

2 LBS.

SWIFT'S

ALLSWEET
A tl Geed feed§ Love

49

•

I141 W

Bags
SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD

CHEESE
2 sit 69c
:

,
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Godchaux

!

Sugar
Das.

95c

••1

PET

MILK
2
Tall Cans

29c
PARAMOUNT

KOSHER

)N
paait

BISCUIT

CHUCK
110AT

t

•

kCLE

— ANY BRAND —

LB.

219c

GAL

39c

No. 2',/2 Can DWAN'S

VIENNA

CHUM

DILLS

•%;

Only the VerylestIs Drantkif

met

SALMON SAUSAGE PEACHES

---.4111111r.

cowboys still ride and
On scenic slopes rich with grass,rattle graze and low
rope, brand, herd, and sing. Modern ranching has contributed much to fine
beef. But skilled ramearch andisuperb productioa and processing have done even
more. Still only one out of ten td these minds is good enough for Swift's Premium Beef. That's why, though Swift calls it Swift's Premium and we call it
perfect for our.customers, you and your family will call it... delicious! Look
for this brand — Your Assurance c Eatmg Plemu.re4 fie cub lad en7
beef package.

9c
4

39c

ROUND nn
LB

VAN CAMP

PORK

STEAK

and

(NfiviE .:.,
Premim
q
*

STEAK

99c.

..

ilk

Beef - Turkey
Chickea
)
AY
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CORN

EAR

5C

15c 21.,.ead
19c d"
CABBAGE St
TOMATOES 15'

PIES

lb

FRESH

3 CANS

MEAT

49c
,i. BEEF

THE GARDEN PATCH
LEMONS I LETTUCE

FROZEN

4,i,

19c

OC CAN

BEANS
39c

PURE GROUND

1

'S
JOHNSON
GROLERY • • Lru red r-t
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Alcoholism
Has Many
Victims
By J. COLLIS RINGO
Executive Director Kentucky
Commission on Alcoholism
FRANKFORT, June 21 —Dr.
Se1n D Bacon is head of the
Yale University Center at Alcohol Studies. The following is
a digest of certain facts from
Dr Bacon's article, "New Light
on Alcuho
Alcoholism has more direct
victims and more indirect vietire, injures the structure of
society, and entails enormcusly
greeter ousts than most other
ills) which receive concerted attacks from voluntary groups,
foundations and goverrenent. It
is more injurious than most of
these other ills combined.
Y; attacks upon alcoholism
rece te alines: no support. Other
maj.e health problems are at
leen respeceable. We do n 0 t
laugh about polio vicbrne nor
curse Der jail the sufferer teem
tuberculosis (unlew he is also
a drunkard). Alcoholism is usualle hicktere denied, derided or
rreslabeled. Alcoholism, pnrnarily a deviation from the sociat
norm. is a phenomena which
varies with different soileties.
Differences will appear in physical sympeens, emotional involvernenh and in behavior patterns.
Why do they do it This question has been asked for ceneiries. Weak character, the existence
beverage
alcohol,
of
persenahty problems, and or.
genie weakness or difference,
increasing social pressures and
tensiore are suggested causes.
But. under careful testing none
stands up as the cause. In the
Uneed States, which has the
second Ingbeet rate of alcoholan (France is first) more than
DO percent of drinkers do not
became alcoholics. No creen.c
difference (prior to their alcoholism) have ever been found.
It cannot be *WWII Mat "the
tenesions of modern living" were
greatly different in the
n e
drinker who became ale holic
and the 14 or 15 who did not.
Researchers wee that no one
single cause is a tenable theory.
Ake* with greater latowledge,
sounder altitudes about alcoholism
are
developing. Schools,
some church groues. many industries are exiummng t h e
prublern
ually. Preludiee is
being repaired by. understarkeng.
The success and popular appeal
cif Akeitiolks Areenernous have
been strain*. The development
of akoholeirn ehnics, increased
interest by the American Medical Association. by Public Health
Service and World Health Organization give hope that something can be dune, that t h e
probleen is closer to eventual
sokstion.
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Gifts At The Whitehouse Are Common

By LYLE C. WILSON
room stacked high with Christ.- eoritesting for the honor cd
preUnited Press International
mas toys, for example.
senting a president with the ingWASHINGTON (UPI) —While
Most of the gifts to presidents gest and beet salmon.
we are on or el) se to the subject fall into two categories: HandiSmith recalls that Harry S.
of glete :o the White House, how work such as antimaocasars, al- reuman accepted a giet
Ford
abcrut this?
low slips, ash trays and the like, while in office and the
h i s
Merriman Smith estimates that or consumable items such as deughter, Margaret, received
a
the number of gifts receiied rood and drink. And golf balls. Plemouth distingetished
by gold
each year -at the White House
plated fixtures. There was no
Flow Of Food
for a president and his wee
A Texan long kept the Eisen- backfire of criticism in either
would soar into the thousands! hewers supplied with
a favorite case, both substantial gilts hiavSmith spent many years coy- delicacy, chukker pheasant.
'Were ing been aekriuwledged publicly
er
,ing the White House a n d usually is 3 fairly steady
flow and photographed with their
traveling with presidents before of quail, stesks, turkeys
a n d •owners as received.
he switched to the capital eco- similar toed items.
Publicity Dtiring
casual
conversations
nomic beat for United Prek In- minded persons or institution
s in with newsmen after the 1962
ternational. He and ether While Maine and in the Pacific
North- election aria before the EisenHouse farniLars have seen a. west somettmes appeer
to be hower inau*uratii,n, press sec-

retary James C. Hagerty said
firmly that it would be his policy to announce all gees of suestarstial value as they arrived
and to distribute photographe oe
them. That has protected t h e
Eisenhowers from adverse , publicity breaks as it protected
White
House families
before
them.

stf'
the free advertising the manufacturer got with announcement
of the gift.
Coolidge liked things for free,
especially board and lodging.
This trapped him occasionally in
publicity wherries for real estate
ventures in Florida and elsewhere, but there was no great
cherry.
Senate investigators in 1950
absolved Mrs. Bess Trunan of
any fault in acephng o n e of
those famous deep freezes. The
investigators held that there was
a valid trade:en in the United
States of making gifts to presidential fernilies.

Liked Free Things
Back there in the Coolidge era
before Smith came to Wasbington, a frequent and favorite gift
to the president was a radio receiver. They ran into a bit of
mcney then, and Coolidge acCox's Creek in Nelson County
cepted them willingly along with was named
for Col. Isaac Cox,
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AN ADAMS 140TEl Bill—This ts one of the hotel bills subpoenaed by the House subcommittee which is Investigating
regulatory agencies
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* Polished Cotton Satins
* Cottons & Mixacle Blends
* Hand Screened Cottons
... Every Yard First Quality

YD

*

Unbelieveable values in this group... All ,the newest Miracle
Blend Suitings and Dress Fabrics ... OrioNsDacron, Arnell,
lon, Silks and Many Others ...Here are just to mention a Nyfew
of the fine)fabrics in this fabulous group.
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SUMMER FASHION FABRICS
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* Dacron & Cotton Prints
* Imported Novelty Suitings
* Imported Italian Cottons
* Full Bolts, First Quality
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GROUP 3

GEORGETTE

SEthiisir lia LUXURY FABRICS

Only 500 yards of these
fine quality 45" wide pure
nylon Georgette prints....
It's unbelieeeable. but now
selling at only 10t per yard
...hurry, this can't last at
this low price ...(limit 4
yards to a customer).

-In this group Imported and Domestic Lury Fabrics that are
beyond description ... Never before such fabuloill fabric values.
Truly luxury fabrics that you'll find''nowhere else in town ...
Now at an unbelieveable low price...

ATOMIC BLAST—Theee photos,
taken at the Nevada test site
of the Atomic Energy Cororhitiction by th• "Rppstrotile
Camera," depicts the birth of
a nuclear exploefon. At toe.
the "cab" is shown atop the
steel tower Illuminated from
within by the eery start of the
chain reaction At bottom. the
Breball emerges and wivelopes
the "caba.e.(UPI Telephotos
;I.

* Laces from Belgium
* New Bulk Knit Cottons
* Pure Silk Shantung*
* arid Many, Many Others

YD

IO Cyd

Our entire stock of fine quality spring and summer
fabrics
must be cleared to the last yard ...We must
make room for
new fall fabrics now in transit ...never
before...never
again...such fabulous fabric values!

BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS 9 A M..FOR THE GREATEST FABRIC BUYS..
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REG. '1.95 to 54.95 yd. "WORLD FINEST"

* Pure Silks from France
* Pure Irish Linens
* Imported Embroideries
* Embroideried Cotton Satins

Things Sr.
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in the nen
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FRIDAY MORNING DOOR CRASHER
_
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One news St'
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town and W I
until later (
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the Howl,'
gered into a I
slamming his
-When I d
denies!"
Everybody
including the
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Atter knish
drunk again
drink everybc
feloveryone
-The drunk
lar on the bar
out yelled: "v
body Pays."
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* Silk & Cotton Blends
*Silk & Rayon Prints
* Arnell & Cotton Checks
* 42" to 54" Wide

•

SOM

The finest imported and American cottons available
. Truly luxury cottons that you'd expect to buy at two and three
times this
low price ...over 5000 yards to choose from.

ENTIRE STOCK!!

f

ENTIRE

FINEST SUMMER COTTONS
* Imported Screen Prints
* 45- Woven Ginghams
* 45" Lure: Ginghams
... From the World's Finest
Mills
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DROP

BRUSSELS,. Belgium (UPI) —
Attendance at the Hungarian
pavilion at the Brussels World's
Fair has fallen tiff tremendously
since Tuesday's anneuneement of
the execution of former Hungarian Premier Imre Nagy and
three cd his he/ewers Previously the pavilion was attracting
about 10.000 persons daily and
Up to 301)00 on Saturdays and
Sundays. Nuw the buihding is
nearly always empty. There has
been no onearnzed boycott of
the pavilion
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SALE STARTS FRIDAY JUNE 27th 9A.m.
ENTIRE STOCK!!
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HERE IT fg! THE GREATEST FABRIC SALE OF THE YEAR . OUR SUMMER
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ATTENDANCE

THURSDAY — JUNE 26, 1958
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